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COmplete,List of Materials for Unit 25

(Number cased on- class size of 30.)

'total.number
required to 'item
ttagh unit:

1.1 / 4
.

30 **Student ManualS

60
C

1 ' V

-lessons in
- which item

is used

1,2,10,14-*raft of masking tape.
24 ''

: .4'

*y4rds df string ` 1,2, 8,9 , 10,,
t .X

/ \ 19 0:, .1' 4 * red felt marker or pen . 1,,
.,

I )*,blue or black felt marker or pen - 1: 20.

' .
V.V. AO w ?' -12 inch rulerg .. ,1--=24 ,

a . .
7 \ .,

..

4' - thumb tacks . . ... 1

:, . 4

4 *I" paper ,clips ' 1

,
.. . ..

"\ 4 * weights (1e4d)
,

4 chairs..,, .

+space to run raebs , ,,2
: ;

1 overhead proctor .(optiopal) , 3-24
. 0

I , ' grid-transparencies (optional) , 3,9,7

30 \ . crayons'
,

- ,

y.,.
, 3, 23'
. , . ,,.

;. I
*battery operatted toy cars .

.
2 t11,14,1,5;18,

;..s, , t-19J . ,
i * batteries (I\ , 1 -1/2 volt)... ' 11,19,15,18

. )491 . -

0 , . ...

*toothpicks -
. . 1 1,14,15,1,

i 9 ' ii

11,19,151,18,, 2'N...
19 -car b.

. ' 44 -"-:15,18 s

2

A 20 feet * yarn, stringfor ploitesline rope
,

/ " ,,. .

*2" paper clips.

pictpres of cars (optional).
-1 potato , ,

1.1. .

yiii

I,.

^

.
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knife.

tempera- plaint

scraps of paper

sh of paper, 2 feet long,
500 * counters -(toothpicks , galf. tees)
5. *

,
rubber bands .. ..

envelope

2 ea **dice, numbered 0-5 and 4-9'

't-Init 25 (cont.)
,

20

20

20.

20-

21

22.

22

24.

* kit ite is as Well as , ,

\ b -.
j!.-

** printed aterials available from Minnemath Center, . .

. . ,
.720 Wash'ngton Avenue'S.E.S Minneapolis , Minn. 55455 ___,,,

+I.n several lessons the children will need space for foot and
car races: The best place for thesd races is the "gymnasium,
but.solne races- can be held outdoors or in the classroom.

;.The lessons are- listed here so that you can make 'arrange- t,
mentb for the races and schedule the use of the gymnasium
ahead of time,

Foot races: Lessons .2; 8, 9 and ID.
Car races: Lessons II 14, 15 18 and 19.
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I NTRODUCTION

Unit 25 relates the graphs of motion at a constants peed to
:multiplication. The children begin to explore motion through
a series of foot races. They time themselves running and
hopping, and measure the distance covered at the end of five
seconds. Through these races they become familiar with
some of the problems involved in measuring speed's.

The data obtained fi-om the foot races is analyzed by stating
it in time-distance ordered pairs and graphing it on grids.
When the graph9d data is compared to the data as it was
first collected, the children see the value. of using graphs-to
represent and compare data.

--Once the-data has:been-graphed, the Childien find they can
compare the relative speeds of two or more runners by com-
paring the - steepness (slopes) of the lines representing' their
motion. The children discover that the-steeper the slope of
the line, thef.pter the runner.

In Section 2 the class uses toy cars to study motion. They
collect data on the cars when they are going at full speed and
also when the cars have been'slowed down. The motions of
the cars are graphed and the children learn how to name the
slopes of these lines by assigning each One a number. The
slopes (or speeds) can nowbe compared by the size of their

a .'assigned numbers.

The relationship of .multiplication to constant speed motion .

is made obvious when the children-examine the increase in
the Slope of a line. The steepness of the.line tncreases by
the samenurnbei of grid units from one grid intersection'that. ,
the line passes through to another. This-iricrease is the same
as the slope name. The children find:that when the slope

xi
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name is a whole number of units upper one unit over, they
can multiply by this number using a line with that slope and
numbers on the horizontM axis of a grid. The prodUct is
read from the vertical axis. From this 'relationship a chart
with slopes one through nine is developed. The childreriuse
this chart to find the products of ,integers from ze'ro through
ten.

In the last section the children review some embodiments of
multiplication other than shipe. Their work with repeated
addition and arrays serves both as a review and as prepara-
tion for Unit 27. They also explore the relation between
multiplication and Cartesian products. Card games and dice
games reinforce the relations among_ arrays repeated addition
sentences and multiplication sentences andalsb provide fun
ways to practice the multiplication facts.

o

s.
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-SECTION I

PURPOSE

o.

FOOT RACING AND GRAPHING

O

To develop an understanding of speed as a relatiOnship between
time and distance.

To introduce the idea of slope as a way to represent and corp,-
pare speeds.

COMMENTARY

The 'first s_e_c_tion_of this unit introduces the children to-the study
of motion. They plot time-distance data (speed) and interpret
graphs of this data as showing faster and' slower speeds'. They are
introduced to the idea of the slope _of 'a graph and discover that the
steepness of, the slope indicates relative speed: the steeper the
slope the greater the speed.

In Lesson I you.and the children prepare the equipment they will
use in the foot racing lessons. You introduce the racing procedUres
and the recording techniques. The children ilearri_ the jobs of. team
Members.

In Lesson 2 the children practice the running and recording pro-
cedures.. Each child rung at least once and his datum (distance
covered in five seconds) is recorded. The children practice until
you are sure they understand the procedure so that in subsequent
lessons, when the children race again, they can concentrate on
getting accurate time-clistance data. t

10.
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Less on 3 ,re views plotting 'pointt on a gridoapl writing ordred pairs

for points already labeled; on a.grid'. Since<thechildren have done
thiS in Unit 24, the lesson should not take much time., The lesson
is included here ,because.in following lessons the children Must

know how to graph their own time-.distance data from. fOot races
and, in Section 2, from car races.

.4

Lesson 24 includes two games ihaf.give practice in Plotting points
on a ,grid. The games can be introduced in.claSs and then played
by the children throughout the school year, and especially through-
out the remainder of the unit.

Lesson 5 deals with the value of graphing data, specifically height
and-weight data that is provided. The children discover that they
can tell easily who is- the talleSt, heaviek, etc. when the data is
plotted on a grid, whereas it is not so easy to answer such
tions when the data isp given in the form of ordered pairs.

I 8'
2

t
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Lesson 6 involves platting time-distance data. The children dis-
c_us.s4e7meaning of phrases denoting,Rpeed, such as "four miles_
per hour." The class discussion and worksheets involve the
interpretation of donstant speed data.47.

Lesson_.7 the children again plot linear (constant speed) time-
distance_data. The idea of slope and its meaning are introduced,
The children-interpret a steeper slope on a graph as an indication
of faster speed.

In Lesson 8 the children run races for a-five-second time duration.
_Then;feach child plots the data for three of hIstea-m_members: the
fastest, the slowest and one other child. As a class die-ohildieri
discuss these,graphs, answering such questiOns as "Who is the
fastest runner?., Who is the second fastest girl runner? "

?

4#t
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The children run another race in LesSOD, 9,. this tithe recording_the .,

distance of each Proper at-one, two, three, four and five seconds.
When this data is plated and the points connected, the Children
see that each graph has an approximately constant slope indibating
that a child ran at about the same speed for the entire five seconds.

. - -

4

4,
In Lesson 10 the children run races IR which the speed is not con-
stant. The procedure suggested involves having a child hoplor
three seconds and 'then run for three seconds. Again the time -
distance data for each child is plotted, but this time the graph is
not a straight -line. The children see that the steepness, or slope,
of the graph varies. The first three seconds show a less steep
slope'than the last three seconds, indicating that a childdid not
go as fast the first three seconds.



Lesson I: ORGANIZATIO L LESSON

In-tiris-lesson-the-clas prepares for work in subsequent
lessons by setting up Oe equipment and going over the-
prodedures for the foot/races which they will begin in
Lesson- 2.

The clase7will need four pendulums and four measuring
-_strings for the car races in later lessons. Though only two
pendulums andtwo strings are needed for the foot races, you
will probably want,the children to make four of each now,,,and.
set the extras aside'for use in Section 2..

There will Ee four teams. Two-teams .work together to learn
to. rtItt,time,-=. judge and record data for, the foot races. In

,-Lesson 2,. the class practices the races in the gymnasium:
Since Lesson 2 should be done while the race procedures. are
still fresh in the children's minds, you may want to do Les-
son I in the morning and Lesson 2 in'the afternoon.

. Br developing, in this lessbn, the .skills needed\in the races,
the children will be able to concentrate more ontlystudy of
motion in the lessons that 'follow. They will begin to uncley-
stand that in determining speeds, data about' distances and
times must be gathered.

roll of masking tape

4 measuring strings , each-42' lone`

red marker and blue or black marker

Worksheet I

for pendulums --

- 4 foot rulers
- 4 thumb tacks
- 4 paper clips, I ",long

- 4 pieces of string, 12" long

4 lead weights for the bob

chairs



PREPARATION

6

The procedures for makiria the pendulums and measurSng
strings are explained here. You should have one of each
ready to show the class when you begin the lesson. You
may wish to have volunteers help you make all of them at
one time, or you-may wish to assemble the equipment in
class.

If you have not already done so, arrange for the use of the
gymnasium or other large area for subsequent lessons. (See

the -MaTer-tals-listat-the- beginning of thiS

To make the measuring strings, use a piece of string slightly
longer than 40 feet for each one. Mark off each string at
six-inch intervals,, using a red felt marker for the, foot marks

- and a black or,blue marker for the half-foot marks.' Attach a
piece of masking tape e.verY five feet, labeled with the proper
numeral: 0, 5, .10, 15, etc..

1101

fi

,
Worksheet I shows how to construct a pendulum. If you
arp doing this in class, have the children-turn to the work=
sheet in their student manuals.,

Attach a lead sinker, or other small weight such as a nut,
to one end of a; I2inch string. Tie the other. end of the
string to a one-inch pager Clip and adjust it so tht the
entire length of-the pendulum, including the 'paper clip and
the bob, is 10 inches. This will make the peribd (time
for one complete swing) of the pendulum.alout one second.

4,c;



Worksheet 1 Name

Unit 25

Pendulum Construction

Ruler

Cduntin

..

I 0"'

Thumb Tack
Paper Clip I"

String-

Lead Weight or Bob

Chair Seat

111E11XIMIN\1\

*Masking Tape

Procedure For Starting Penduluth

>' 10"

A

oOmplete swing

tor each count)

.2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ; etre.

;

7

a
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Alb

o.

4.`

In order that the bob can swing freely without hitting anytfarig
and at the Same time late portable, the supporting ruler should
be extended from the seat of a chair with the:Ind held down- ,

by Masking tape., The ruler should not extend more' than three
inches beyond the chair seat, thus avoiding the teridenCy for
it to vibrate as the p'endulum swings.

^

To niake the 'children aware of the need, for the measuring
they'are going to practice in this lesson,- use

questions. like those below to stimulate discuSslop. The
children should begin to associate distance and time dura-
tion with speed.* This activity should take about ten min=
utes.

oAsk the class:

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY $PEED& (How fast something goes.)

or



I

4

4

r.

CAN ANYONE TELL pdroUT A TIME WHEN'THEY TALKED
-----ABOUT_SPEED OR WHEN THE HEARD SOMEONE TALKING

ABOUT SPEED? I(WhenI rode In a car, during a space

O

HOW FAST DID THE CAR -a- SPACESHIP GO? (60 Miles ,

per hour; 15;000 miles per hour.)

If the' child does` not include a phiase like:miles per hour in
his answer, say:.,

IT WENT SIXTY SIXTY-WHAT? (SiX'ty miles per" hour.) .

WHAT DOES SIXTY MILES PER HOUR MEAN? would go
. sixty miles in one hour.)

O
I,

HOW FAR COULD A SPACESHIP- CIO IN ONE HOUR AT
15,060 MILES PER HOUR? (451 000.miles.)

WHEN WE TALK ABOUT SPEiDS WE SAY, "MILES PER
HOUR:1\ SO WHEN WE TALK ABOUT SPEEDS, WHAT MM-
SUREMENTS(Db WE.TALK ABOUT? (Miles and hours.)

WHAT DO. WE MEASURE
measurements.)

WHAT DO WE MEASURE
time measurements': )/

THEN TO FIND OUT ABOUT SPEEDS, WHAT DO WE HAVE
TO MEASURE? (Distances and time durations:

IN *ILES? (Distances; length

IN HOURS? (Time durations;

CAN ANYONE-THINK OF SOME OTHER UNITS BESIDES
MILES WE COULD USE TO MEASURE DISTANCES? (Feet;
yards; centimeters., etc.)

CAN ANYONE THINK OF SOME OTHER UNITS 'BESIDES
HOURS. WE COULD USE TO MEASURE TIME DURATIONS?
(Minutes; seconds; weeks; years; etc..)

.

WE SAID BEFORE THAT IN ORDER TO FIND OUT ABOUT
SPEEDS, WE MUST MEASURE. DISTANCES AND' TIME
DURATIONS. COULD WE MEASURE SPEEDS IN FEET PER

25

/
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Activity B

If you have not yet made founiendulums and fonr measuring
, ,strings, show the class thes,demonstration string and pendu-,

lum andyhaye the 'children make,the others':
.

When the equipment is ready, organize the children Into four
, teams by choosing four captains Who can select team members-

. rotation or by picking the teams yotwself.t

I

.

. , -.' ...

SEq0ND OR YARDS PER WEEK OFD OF .MILES PER _
HOUR? .(Let the children speculate.. hey should see ...

that ..he.important th.tn.g .to :remember is sthh`t they measure .
distances. and time durations. It doesn't matter what .; 4

Units they
I4

-

Tell the cla ss that'in,the next lesson ihey willbegin experi-
ments to study speeds. -Before they begin the races, they
will learn how to measure distances. and times.

.z.

10

..
...,, I, .

, .
A

Explain that-when the races are run in following lessons,. two
teat . 11 Work together on each track. The children ontone
team.. ill be the runners 4 while the children oil the, other team
will he.the officials. When all the .members of one team.have
run, the teams will change fops. Every child will be an Offi
cial at some time, either in this leison or future lessons.

\

:.Runners There v011 be seven\or eight children on each team, c
butonly four will tim at one time.. While four chil==
dren of TeaprA a!unning,.the other Team A mem-
bers sit quietly by the iig6 bf the. track:

'

-4 P';e111311.'

"
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Derii8nstrate,hOw'tb use. the 'pendulum. To itart the peridulum
swinging, hold the .bob between two fingers about five inches,
frOm its rest position and rele,ase it by 'Simply, opening the

'fingers: 'U'Sing too large a sw1ng or pushing the bob may
alter the period Of the pendulum. Have thechilaren 'Count
the swings wili-you until the procedure is clear.

One child from Team B,(the team that is not running)
will' be the titner. He starts-his pendulum and,
counts its. swings as if he Were doing a count down

-fO7r.a blast-off: He will say,"two" ,when hereleases
t e ihridNUTI'V'one-when-it first4eturns_to the c
release:Poi0,."zero''':,the next time it returns to
the releaSe'point, and then 'one," "two," etb. to
-seven" as:;it-tetiirns 6 the release point.

, .

Timer

{.

, .

.
'2

'
let, one child fromeaoh.teatn use the pendulum,
'swings while the otherinembers km-1'dr teams
each timer that he should hold the bob no more

'_inches from the bOttom of the swing when he re
,that hesshould\not`push, th066," but /Simply 1e1

. .

t'

and count its
Watch. Remind%

-thaVfive4
leases it acid:
it go.

A*

:,27
V
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Starter One-child-from Team B will bring his arm down at
the count of "zero" just as the starter, of an auto
race brings his flag down to send the cars oh
their way. (Latex, when toy cars. are used in
experiments, the starter will'lower the rear wheels
of the car to the floor when the timer says "zero.")

-Choose. one child fromeach team to be a starter. Let each'
starter practice bringing his arm down atiliero",While. the

--t-imer-from -ea'ch-team "counts the pendulum swings.

5.

Judges There will be one judge from Team B for .each run-,
ner of Team A. Each judge will mark the lOcation
of the front, toe of 'his runner.(front of the car in
later experiments) at the count of "fiVe"' by laying
down' a ruler at a right angle to the track, The
judge will give the time interval and the distance
run to the nearest half-foot (e.g. , "5 seconds,
28-i feet ").

, . .
.

When the children run the race. in the 'next lesson, a few
trial runs will 1:1 necessary to position the judges at the
approximate spat where_most runners -Will be at the count

..- INof "fiye." . c,



Lay out part of the measuring string on
the classroom floor and let one child
serve as runner and on as Judge. Let
the runner tvalk a short distance and
have the judge demonstrate how_ to
-itiatk -the diStanoe with the ruler. (See
note on page 14.)

,Recorder One child from Team B will keep track of the run-
ners from Team A. He will record the location of
each runner and the count when that location was
marked. 4.

Discuss the information
for the recording sheets
and ask the recorder fiom
each team to develop- a
sheet to be used in the
next lesson. This sheet
can be similar to the one
orb' the next page. )

2-0
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Team Date

_ .____Recorder-- .
.

Distance from Time
Name. 1,. Start (feet) (counts)

. -,.- ..
r

.. .

. .

.. .. .

. 1

PPOWPIPMPIPP114014114
1'

O

14

Note: Caution the judges not to trip.the runners when they
day down' the rulers. Each judge will have to watch are-
fully where the runner s at'count"five" because the runner
keeps running to the end of the track.

Feel free to, use as much time as you consider necessary to.
develop these procedures before going on to the next lesson.
You may want to have the children practice their Jobs in the
classroom before going to the racing'area.

,1.

a
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Lesson 2: PRACTICE RACES-

C '.

rN

lh This lesson, the children-will practice timing and marking
_a_race fora tinie::inter-val- of five-seconds. -Each1u-d-g-e--Wi11'7-*
mark the distance covered by one runner in that time interval.
Some of the children may begin to realize that when runners
move for the same time interval, the one who covers the -.

greatest distance, moves the fastest, though this will not be
developed until later* lessons

MATERIALS

space in the gymnasium or outdoors

equipment to take to the racing area

2 p4ndulum assemblies

recording sheets and pencils

2 measuring strings

8 rulers

- mavking tape

2 chairs for pendulums

t
15
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- PROCEDURE

>:

'Before going to the gymnasium or outdoors, plan the practice
races-with-your-o-lass-r--Keep-in:mind-the-followang-suggestions
as the plans are made;

1. Two teams are involved with each race: oneleam,provides
'the officialS, and members of the other team are runners.
When all members of 'on'e team' have raced, the teams ex-. change roles. Have -two tracks set up so that Of four
teams. are involved;

LL

2. To ensure more accurate iesults, only four children from a
team should run at the tame time. The other' children can
-sit on a-warm-up bench.. -Thus there will have to, be more
than one heat for each team.

3. All runners on the same 'team should .start from the same
starting line, start the same time, and run in the same'
direction -- paralferto the Marking string which is taped
to the - floor.

.

The judges and rtinners should be numberecfand arranged
so that judge i can mark Runner 1, etc. Be sure that
each judge has a chance to mark at, least one runner,

5. The runners should start when the starter drops his arm
'and -keep.rimning to the end of the track. .

--' 6. Their positions should be'marked by the judges when- the
timer calls "five:"

7. The; distance' run-by each runner is recorded .by the re- .

corder who goeS to. each judge to get the fnfortnatiOn.

. 8. A diagram an thd chalkboard (similar to the one on the
next page) will help the children to Visualize how the

, races Are to be run:

When the children have the procure clearly in mind, gather
up two pendulum assemblies, two-chairs, several recording
sheets and pencils, two measuring strings, eight rulers, and
a roll of-masking tape.

32
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1

Timer judges I and 2
(Team 8) (Team 13).

a
Measuring

Starter
(Team B)

judges 3 and 4
(Team B)

Recorder (Team B)Team A runners
5,6;7 and 8
sit at eide. .

string'

0. In the gymnasium', the Measuring string should be taped to
the floor at,both ends so that it is taut. A starting line,
longenough so that all four runners can stand by it without
being crowded, should'be made of masking tape perpendicular
to the measuring string..

,

When the timer has his pendulum in place and the judges have
been given rulers and 'Stationed properly, let the,chilaren
practice a few races. Each team should. get a chance to act
both' as officials and as runners. 'Be sure the children run
enough times so that they are familiar With'the running and
recording procedures. Explain to the children that these
prodedures will be used again in Lesson 8 and similar procer
dures will be used in otherdessons involving .foot races and
car races. They must understand how to run and record their
data now so that the.next time they race they can concentrate
once experiment involved rather than the set up and recording
techniques.

33
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Lesson 3: ORDERED PAIRS AND POINTS ON A-GRID

t

8

Mr

This lesson reviews and gives practice in plotting points on
amgrid and assigning ordered pairs. to points on a grid. The
amount of time you should spend on this lesson wilidepend
on how much your class remembersabourordered pairs and
points on a grid from Unit 24.

MATERIALS

Overhead projector or chalkboard grid

transparency of trid.on pages. 19 -20 and transparency of
Worksheet 5 in student manual

ruler or other straightedgefor each child

Workiheets 2 through 8

PREPARATION

Make a transparency of Worksheet 5 from .the student manual
and of the grid on pages 1 91.2 0 of this manual. (The grid
transparency will be used in several lessons, s,o you may
want to make 1iore than one.) Have the overhead proje6tor
ready. If you do,nc5t have a projector, youcan draw the grid
on the chalkboard:

,PROCEDURE

Activity-A I

Ask the children to recall what they knOw,about ordered pairs
and plotting ordered pairs On a grid. Emphasize that the or-
der of the numbers in the pair is important. Illustrate this by
plotting the ordered pairs (3,,6) and -(6,5). (3;6) means "over
3 and up 6." Locate this point on.the grid. (6, 3) means ,

"over 6 and up 3." Lodate this, point on the' gild'. (3,6) and
(6,-3) name, different points. on the grid.

Have different children come to the overhead and locate the
points that correspond to the following ordered pairs:

(3,2), (1,5), (5, I), (9,4), (8,9), (7,4).

Have-them write the ordered pair next to the point on the grid.
.

4,
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Activity B
,

In this activity the children completes, seveai worksheets that
provide practice with ordered pairs and plotting poirits on.a.
gtid. Use only as-many as you fe0 the children need.

Worksheet 2

Have the dhildr.-ri.turn to Worksheet 2. Using the overhead
projector and the grid' transparency of page 19 Iodate and
label points A and B using the ordered pairs from the work -
heet. Emphasize that the ordered pair tells you "how many

to go over and how many to go up" fi-bm the originin order to
locate the point. Point A is located by going over 3 and up 4.
Point B is found bygoing over 5and. up 4.

Have different children come up to the overhead and locate
points C-0 as the other children locate these points on-their
worksheets. Circulatp about the room to be sure that each
child has located the Points correctly. You may want to have,
the children exchange grids to check each other's work.
After all the points have been located, have each child use
a straight edge to connect the points in alphabetical order
with line segments.

Worksheet 2
Unit 25 3

12

11

10

5

4

Na..

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7' 8 9 10 11 12

. A (3,41 F 11,6 K (10,101

B 15,41. G (2,81 L (11,81

C 17,61 J1 14,101 M 110,51

D 15,51 1 0,111 N (6,11

E (3,51 J 18,111 0 (4,11

.11

21



WorkSheets 3 and 4

Have the /children Wc)rkinaependently on Worksheets 3 anZie4.
You may/Want to use these worksheets only with those chil*
dren'who had difficultywith Worksheet 2; On these work-
sheets the children again locate and label' points on the grid
and then connect them:using line segments to draw a picture.

Worksheet 3
Unit 25

Naas

Locate each ordered pair on the srid. 'Label each
point with a letter. Connect the.points as you so
along. The first two are done for you.

A (0.1)
I (1:4)
C (4.3)

00,11
t 00.13)
t (7, 13 /
0 (4,
li (4

AT (3012)

N

22

2'

^-

'0

7

3

9

6

i 1 (11,11) b (43l3)t (19,17) c (1 a.32)
V (20.10) a (11.1)
V (20. 22)

4411))

W 121.20)
x (21.I3) ! CU:.
V (20063 0 (11.3)
2 (14,11) i (4.1)
4 NM a (0.0)

x
L

6

22

Worksheet 5

Worksheet 4
Unit 25

12

11

Ia

9

8

7

6

5

'Naas

C P

B D OA:.
H IC l-

EijimpV .7 et nt

u 'r

v 1
,

41

2 3 4 es 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

A (1,21 G 14,71
M

(7,6) 3 (7,21
B (1,8) 11 (S71 N

(8,81 UC-12, fir I.715,6) 0 (4,41
D (3,81 .1 46,61 P (9,111 V (4,2)
E (3,61 K CI (10,81
F (4,61 >(6'7)L (7,71 R (10,21

Have the children turn to,Worksheet 5; Use a transparency
on the projector.

ASk the children to find point A on their worksheets.

WHAT ORDERED PAIR WOULD CORRESPOND TO POINT A?

3
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Remind the children that
the first number of the
ordered pair tells how
many unitsto..go over
while the second number
of'the ordered pair tells
how many to go up. Be
sure all the children
understand that point-A
corresponds to the
ordered pair (11,7) before
going on. Help the cht-:
dEenfind the ordered
pairs for points -E.
The 'children should then
complete the worksheet
by themselves and con:-
nett the points to make
a picture.

Circulate throughout the
class' to be sure each
child is giving' the or-
.dered pairs correctly.
You might post the cor-

Ject answers several
places throughout the
room so that -the children
can check their own work
when they are finishpd.

Worksheets '6 and 7

Worksheet 5
Galt 25

12

11

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

Name 0

G. r

A D,
lial EN Lab
CAE ME c6510

Pla 111 RE BE
Eral El E
IMI12110111NI IhOWLI

rAi 18 ME II
ME%E TA T

0 N

L MR S

00

A 111,71
.81 1/0,1
,C 18,71

18,101
E ,/01

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1

F'13, / /1n K 1/,3,1 P 11/.3
G 7., fir L 1.1, /1 0 17,31
H (5;9)-
1 1'6,61

N

N.

#y;
11/,.'21

, R

s
17, /1.'"
ig,i)

. J 1,51 0 13,a4 T

0

These worksheets reinforce skills of naming points on a grid
for those children who need' more practice. Yqu may Want to
-help children who had difficulty with Works.heet''5 akmplete'
these two. The other children can complete tie worksheets
on their own time if they wish. After the children write
ordered pairs 'forthe points they should connect,the points
with line segment's from A. to B, B to C, etc. They will dis-
cover a tActure- on each worksheet.,

.
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Worksheet 6
1.11 I t 25

a

5

'd4

. 3

2

0

e
A t boa)
a (/.4/1

3. Ili
D 15.61

Name Workm/met \ 16me
Unit

It

maossEnammons

...t
II 1111111VAW

rA
E:11170.11111
111111111111111111

umNEKMIN
IL
P2 IIIIII

'A
Mei

II

In MUM IIII
ill IllII MIN

111 MI .

° @
t 3 4 5 6 7

O
8 9 10 II 12

E 11,7) I t/A/a /)
"r 1:2,9'1 J vial N 16, 31

G (8;9'1 K I 9.91 0 102; /1,
lit% //1 at I 9.491 1. )

Worksheet 8

B D Eions
MOUE

Ylielffi

MIMS

EMI
Sin

i am p

FDARE111111

ri

11111 II NI
*0

111 II
ill

0,1
P

12

0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

AID,/01 Ft3,91 k /e1; 6 1 et /0. 1 u $,

CI
,

iit s, Mi4N0., ,
aRt

6, ir rt3. 6
013, p1- Nt/0.41) Sts, /1 )IA., 71
Et!/, /01 J1//, '71 01V, 1 ft ; Yt 71

ZI /fil

On this worksheet the
children draw a line plc-
ture on the grid; The
drawing can be as simple
-or corpliCated as they I

desire. In case the chit-
dren need some ideas you
hiighttsketch the pictures
on the following page...on
the chalkboard.

k

Worksheet 8 4
Unit 25

Name

NM
111 Illnom=

7

anannuMM. 111
KINE111111
IIIIII 16

5 1 numalms
awn MN 1IMINIrna

Mt 1,
:1111

)0 I 2 3 4 ; ,,
Write ordered pairs to name the end point. of your
picture.

I

. 4

O

I.
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Stick Man

w 4

.
e

Boat

I° '
Encourage originality in the cleaw-ags. The only restrictions
that Reed be put on the drawlings is-that they consist only e
line segments and thate,the endpoints ofthe segments lie on
the grid intersections. When a child 'has completed his draw-
ing have NO label the end points of eachtegment'using the
lettep of the alphabet. 14e inay.warit to label them in a per

" order: At the bottoni of the worksheet he should list the,.
,letter and then the ordered pair of the point it names:

Fotadditkbnal practice the children might want to excliangio.
sets of ordered 'pairs and see if they. can figure out what their

neighlzor's picture. is. (Two, copiesof the worksheet are pro-
vided-for this purpose. Also,the best pictures might be post-
ed On the bulletin board.

NaTE:-Save the transpacencies you have made for later le-s-

, sons..

.
Se

;.. e.,.'

- o 1.

ry
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Lesson 4: PLOTTING ORDERED <PAIRS (GAMS)

. This lesson gives practice in plotting .points on a,grid in
game situations; Introduce the games in class and then let
the children play during free time throughout the school year-.

MA ERIALS

-1 overhead projector

- grid transparencies (froM Lessson 3)

crayons for each student

- Worksheets ,9 and 110,

PROCEDIJRE
.

Activity A: Go Moko

,

4.

The game "Go Moko" provid6s good practice in plotting
ordeied peiWbn a grid.

Divide the class into-two teams. Designate one team as the
X' s and the other as the O''s: While explaining the game' use
a chalkboard grid or a grid transparency onth3 overhead pro-
jector., The object of the game is to gain COCItrol of any four-.
adjacent intersections Whith lie in a straight line horizon -'
tally, vertically or diagonally.- The first team todo so wins
the game. YOu may want to copy the scoresheet below and
explki to the, children that the X team %/ion because they
have Idur X' s in a row at points (2,2), ,(3, 3), (4,4) and .(5, 5) .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1'

0
0 - i. 2 3;

.1-, . r. t

11'
I

5
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1N,ow have children,
from each team take'
turns calling out
ordered pairs to
name-points on the
grid, They must
give the order of the
numbers correctly.
(The first number
tells hoW. far to go
over 'and the ,saconci
tells how far to go
up.Y As each ordered
pair is given, you or
a studentfor each

°team mark that poin1t
with the appropriate
X °CO on the overhead
grid.

.

Worksheet 9
thitt 25

Nave

Co Noko Gamesheets

7

6 7

6 7 70

C

4 ti

A team may lose its,iurn by:

(a) one member calling an
-,intersection out of tarn;

(b) one member conferring
with another,

(c) calling an 'ordered pair
that has already been
called,

(d) marking an ordered pair
incorrectly.

'After playing "Go Mokb"
eral tithes in class the chil-
dren may want to playtthe game
with partners or in teams of two

.-or three during their free time.r
There are several grids pro-

vided for each child in his stu-
dent manual on Worksheet 9.

S
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Activity B: Claim 'jumper .

This game_provides:oppertunity-foradational
practice in

locating: coordinates bn a grid. Initially the game may be

introduced by having the class play against you. They will

try to find the treasure you buried. ,Later the'game can be

played by pairs of children at their desks. It will be easier

for the children to start with only a 5 x 5 grid. These grids

are .on Worksheet 10. The children can use a larger grid ,

after they,have played a few times. There are two versions

of the game; the easier version is explained first.

Tyvochildren play the game. In the first version, child 1

secretly marks the location of four bars of gold on a 5 x 5
t, grid. One comstock bar, covering four intersections in a

row, two hornestake,bars, each covering two intersections, in

a row, and one nugget bar, covering one intersection. Child

*, 2, whomill be digging in different places to find the. gold
bars, also has a 5 x 5 grid where he records his hits arid.

misses.

To draw these bars child I puts a dot,on each of the inter-
sections that his bars covpr, and circleS the area covered by

each bar so that it is easy'to see.' He must keep his, grid

covered so hisopponent cannot see it.

Child 2, with a blank grid, begins by calling out an ordered

pair in an attempt to locate his opponent's gold bars. Since

he is unaware of their positions, he must dig his first hole

as an exploration. After eaclf`ordered pair is ,r.lamed, child 1,

Who buried the gold, tells whether the hole hit q, missed the

bars. If it hit, child says "hit,',' and tellswhich bar was
hit. Then he puts an :K through that'intersection onh\is grid

to remind himself that his bar has been hit. Child 2, who is

digging, now marks his blank grid with an M for miss at the

intersection, or, if it is a hit, he writes C, H, fof com-

stock, homestake, or nugget.

.fio claim a bar, all,,points (intersections) of that bar must be'

found. When a bar is claimed,- the owner (child I) must

announce thist, Child 2 circles the location of the claimed

par so that he will remember he has found that bar.

When all the bars have been'claimed, child 2, who did the
searching, counts up the.niimbei of holes it took to find and



r

O

claim all four bars. This is his 'score. Then the players
change roles. Each child has a new grid. The child who
searched for gold now secretly draws four bars on his grid.
They play the game again, The child, who-had fewer holes
Is the winner.

In the first round of the game below, John buried a nugget
bar at(4, 1), a _homestake bar at (1 , 1) and (I , 2), another
homestake bar at (2,5) and (3, 5), and the comstock bar at
.(1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 3), and (4, 3). He put a dot at each nter-
section and circled the area each bar covered. Bev started
with a blank grid. She called, out ordered pairs and marked
the' misses with an M and the hits with C, H, or N, showing
which bar was hit: As John's bars were hit, he placed an X
at each point. When a bar was claimed., Bev circled it' on
het grid. Bev dug 18 holes to claim John's four gold bars jIn

the'next round, Bev would bury the gold bars and john;"
starting with a blank grid, would call out ordered pairs until
he located the.bars. Whicheveiplayer dug fewer holeS to o.

claim. his opponent' s bars -would be the winner:

BevJohn

40 29 .
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If some children would like a more complicated version, they
can try this one. Two children play. Each secretly draws
four bars on ,his grid by marking the intersections with d'Ots
and circling the area with a crayon to, keep track of his own
buried bars. This version is more difficult because each
player must keep track of the hits and claims on his own
bars ,, while, at the same time keeping track of his hits and
claims on his opponent's bars. °

The children take turns alternately digging three holes at-a
time. When a:player calls out an ordered pair, the opponent
announces a miss or a hit of the comstock, homestake or
nugget bar., If the player misses, he puts an M at that inter
section so that he does not 'call that intersection again. If
the player hits his opponent's bar, he writes a C, H, or N at
the intersection to remind him which bar he hit and where it
is.' The player whose_ bar-is hit,puts an X at that intersec-j,
tion just to remind' him how his opponent is doing.

When a play& has claimed one of his opponent's bars by
finding all of its intersections, ,he checks off the letters,

'indicating that bar on his grid so that he knows it. has been

.....

4 5
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NM,

claimed. He does not 'circle the location of the bar as he
did in the first version -of the game because the grid would
be too confusing with-both players' bars circled

Each child's grid will have many marks on it and there will
be many things he has to remember. Therefore, this version
is much more,difficult than the first. The children will dis-
cover that they must study their grids closely to determine
where to dig for the opponent's gold. Some intersections
will have several marks, especially when both players put
their gold bars in the same places. The children may-prefer
to use a larger grid so that the gold bars 'do not overlap.

The sample scbresheets below are for the second version,
Mike is the winner because he located his dopponent's four
bars first. Mike's scoresheet shows 1) the locations of his
bars* (circled); 2) the locations of his opponent's. bars tmarked
with letters indicating the type of bar and-with. check marks
indicating the bar had been claimed), and, 3) his misses
(each mai:ked,with an M indicating that his opponent did not
have a bar at that,location)..---

Pat

C")

2 3 4-,

Mike (winner)

4

3'
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After the children have played either, version of the game a
few times they may-want to vary the size of the grid and the
shape and size of the gold bars. For each.game the players
must agree on the shape and size of each gold bar.

Tell the children that They may use one or two of the four
grids that follow Worksheet 57 in their student'inanuals for
the game. The children might enjo'y making up their own
versions by varying the objects which are hidden. For ex-
ample, they could hide animals, such as an octopus whose
body covers four intersections and legs cover three adjac-ent
infersections each. The objects to hide,' size of objeCts
and size of grids are limitless. However, two opponents
must hide identical objects.

6
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Lesson 5: THE VALUE OF GRAPHING DATA
r:

/
In this lesson the children will see the value of graphing in-
formation on a hid so that it Can be more easily analyzed.
The children will lot and analyze weight and height data.
This lesson. is vided to give the children an opportunity
to analyze data they are somewhat familiar with before they
-begin graphing time and distance data in the next lesson.

Comparisons among ordered pairs (height, weight) are very
difficult or at least time-consuming toarfalyze. The value
of plotting information is that the graph provides a visual
representation of the data which shows interrelationships.
Maximum and minimum values within the data can be found
easily and relationships between ohe piece of data and the
rest of the data can be seen. -Questions, such as, ''Who isthe tallest? , Who is the lightest? , Who is the shortest and
lightest? , Who is the tallest and heaviest?., How much
variation in height is there in the class?" etc. can be answer-
ed rather easily once the data-is represented bypoints on a
grid. We would like to emphasize in this unit the analytical
value of graphing data

MATERIALS

- transparency of Wargheet 12 (made from student manual)
- overhead projector

/
- Worksheets H and' 12

PROCEDURE

'Activity A

Have the children turn to Worksheet :I 1. Explafh to the
children that we often need ib store two pieces of informa-
tioh together. For example, a teacher needs.to store a
child's name and the grade he received on an exam. An
employee in -a store may need to store the name of an item
and its price. Other information pairs might be the year
a car was made, and its' make. The ordered pairs given on
the worksheet are storing special information -7 the height
and weight of the children in a third grade classroom.

4V
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Review the idea that the order of the numbers in the pair.makes

a. difference. In thete ordered pairs the first numlAY gives the
child's height in inches and.ithe second gives the child's'weight
in pounds. For* child A (52,61) the height is 52 Inches and the
.weight is 61 Pounds.

Ask the children to look at the ordered pairs and tell who is
the tallest child. Quickly ask more questions, but do not
spend much time on answers: "Who is the shortest child?
Who weighs the least? Who weighs themost? Who. is the
biggest' child (both the tallest and weighs the most)? Who
is the smallest child, (is the shortest, and weighs the least)?
What could you say about Sandy? Is she the tallest?
shortest? heaviest? lightst? How does she rank within
the class? How many children weigh more than 55 pounds?
How many weigh lesS than 50 Pounds?"

Siorksheet 11 Name

Unit 25

Mary
Bob

Sally
Paul
Bob

J
Pat
Jane
Linda
John
Karl lya
Walt
Jean
B111

Tout

Sandy

1 Chris

Chuck

Edith'
Kim

Ned

thelitht ovelitht

A 152,611

II 150,621

C 150,541

D (53,691

E 148,571

F 1511641

G 1'52,571
11 (54 .7§I-

I 148,561

153,781

K 153,641

1. 149',511

M 150,561

N 156,751

O 151,621

P (51,591

Q 151,551

R 148,451

S 151,53)

T (82,621

U '147,461
152,601
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The answers tOthese.questions are not immediately.obviouS
by looking at the data when they are given in ordered pairs.
In fact, some .questions are not only very difficult to answer
but raise other questions as well. FOr example, what is
meant by ".biggest" and what if there viS no child that is both
the tallest and heaviest?

Suggest to the ehildren.that since these are ordered pairs.:we
might be able to tell more about them by plotting them on-a
grid.. Have the children turn to Worksheet' 12.

Emphasize that the horizontal (over) axis represents the
height in inches 'and the vertical (up) axis represents the
weight in pounds. Review once again the meaning ofthe
ordered pairs- and graph several with the children (use a
transparency of Worksheet 12 and the overhead projector)
and then let the children complete the workslwet on their
own; The letters that-correspond to each ordered pair should
be used to name the point as it is plotted. The completed
graph is on the next page. -

After the children have completed the graph ask:

WHERE WOULD THE POINTS REPRESENTING THE TALLEST
CHILDREN BE LOCATED ON THE GRIP? (To the right
since the numbers on the height scale increase as they
go to the right.). v,

-

WHERE WOULD THE POINTS REPRESENTING THE SHORTEST
CHILDREN BE LOCATED? (To the left.)

WHERE WOULD THE POINTS REPRESENTING THE HEAVIEST
CHILDREN BE LOCATED? (Near the top since the numbers
on,..e weight scale increase as they go up.)

WHERE WOULD THE POINTS REPRESENTING THE' LIGHTEST
CHILDREN BE LOCATED? (Near the bottom.)

Now ask the same questions that you asked when the children
had only the ordered pairs to look at: Who is the tallest? etc-.

50
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Ask the children to explain their answerq. When you ask
-"WhO is the biggest child?" they will see there is no child
Who is both tallest and heairiest. But the graph shows data
(in the upper right hand corner) for three 'children who could
be called the biggest children., Similarly those in the lower
left corner.would be the smallest children,

c.

From tile graph the,children can, see that Most 'of the points
fall rather zslose together in the middle. You. can compare
the height and weight of any child with that of any other
child by locating their points on the graph.. Emphasize the
value' of having a "picture" of the information, and relation-
ships: s,

AnY child who wants to can plot his height and weight on
the graph. The data come from an alual third grade class.

;

'

5
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= Lesson 6: PfOTTING TIME DISTANCEDATA

a

.
, The lessOn introduces plotting of time-distance' data 'On .a
..cbordinite system. Since time and distance are continuous
measures these points are connected by a line. The line
graph is used tO.fifid how far a runner went in a certain

. amount of'time, or hoW long it took to run a certain nuMber
of feet.

.MATERIALS

. PREP Alt

overhead projector

transparency of Worksheet 13 (made from student manual)

Worksheets 13, 14 and .15

ruler or other straightedge

TION

iliake a transparency ofWorksheet 13 from the studerit manual.
A full size copy of the wksheet with answers, appears. in
this manual for your use.

PROCEDURE

The children discussed the meaning of speed in Lesson. 1, but
you may wish to discvs the concept again as an introduction
to plotting time-7 distnce data.

HOW MANY' OF YOU RAVE BICYCLES? HOW FAST CAN YOU
RIDE?

The children will Probably, describe speed only in term 1,of

fast and slow, though they can-probably ride their bicycles
as slow as two miles per hour or as fast as 20 miles per hour.

, Ask about the speed of other means of transportation such as
the- horse (35 mi/hr), the.bar (6.0-70 mi/hr), racing cars

. (200 mi/hr)-, airplanes (small planes, 200 mi/hr; commercial
jets, 600 mi /hr; airforce jets, 2400 mi /hr; spacecraft,
25000 mi/hr) . Help the children to order the vehicles they,
mention from slowest to fastest.

%%talking is probpLy the slowest of any transportation. Walk-
ing speeds range. from two to four-miles per hour. As one 'of

38 t)
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the child n to demonstrate a brisk Walk. Describe it as
about four milet per hour. Ask .the children what'foUr miles
per hour mans. An acceptable answer is that ibyou' con-
tinued to wa k at that constant speed,' in one hour.you %valid
travel a dist nce ofour miles. Bmphasize the time - distance
relationship hen you refer to motion. When the children
have a feeling for "four miles per hbur; " ask,

HOW FAR W UTD YOU TRAVEL IN 'TWO HOURS AT THIS
SPEEDI (Eig t IN THREE HOURS? (12 .rniles.)
IN ONE HOUR (Four Miles.)

7

AIf the children see . to have difficulty answering these dues,
4.tions you might pia e the following ketch on the board to

help them. .4.

1 hour I hour

1 1 1

1 2 3

1 h' ur 1 hour .

I t1 I l I

,s.9 10 11. 12 13,14 -15 16 '17

4 'Miles 4 miles' 4 miles . '4 miles

Parallel number lines can also be used.

Hours I

Miles

2 3

I I I 1 I I t 1 ,1 I 1' 1111 I
0 1 2 4 5 ' 7 8 9 lo 12 13 14 15 16 17 .

Sumst to the children that they,record this information as
ordered pairs. 'Review the Jdea that order makes a difference
in an ordered pair and that we.will use a time7distance ordered
pair. The fristliumber represents time and the second distance.
The class would then have these'orderbd,pair,s;,:,(1,4,), (2:,8),&-
(3,12), (4, 16).

Have the children turn t o Worksheet 13 as you place a trans
parency bf the worksheet on the overhead projector. Explain

,that since graphing gives a picture of relationships, wte
might be able to learn something about a motion of four. mtleS-

. :per hour if we plot the points representing the motion.- )-1-"

. a
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Workiheet 13(Answers)
Unit 25

.

(d) Read distanCeL
scale.-

40

V

21

20

18

'17

16

.15

14

8

7

6

5

\ 4

3

2

0

S41ame

4 -

(c) Fo
tO

loW horizontal lifilt

distance scale.

111611ra
.

,

. , \
,

\ .. ,

..._

.

. .

.

- .

Iv
Follow
to_ graph.

vertical

--

line-
..

_
-

(b)

i

...

e

.v.
_

k

.

(a, Find
on time

5 hour
scale.

mark

2 3 4 5' 6 7' 8' 9' 10' II' 12'1

time (hours)

14' 15 16
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After the children have plotted the points for four miles per
hour on heir graphs (and you have the points plotted on the
overhead transparency) ask for observations and comments.
One of the obsei-vations should be that one line could be
drawn thapiould conta:In all the points. This line would
'pass through the origin (0,0).

Have the children draw in the line that contains all of the
pointS. This also provides a check to see' if they plotted the
ordered pairs correctly.

Exp4in that this line represents the time-distande relation-
ship/at four mile,s per hour. Since both time and distance are
continuous measures ther, will be many ordered pairs (points)
that represent four miles per hour. In fact; all the points on
the line represent this relationship.

."

Have the children use the graph to help find more ordered
pairs. Ask questions like the-following.

HOW FAR WOULD YOU TRAVEL IN FIVE HOURS? (0 miles.)
Steps a through d on your copy of Worksheet 13 explain
how to.determjne the distance traveled in five hours.

HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE TO GO TEN MILES AT THIS
RATE? '(2i- hours.) SIX MILES? (II hours.) . . ,

HOW FAR WOULD YOU TRAVEL IN THREE AND ONE-HALF
'HOURS? (14 miles.)

Have the children do Worksheets 14 and .15., These sheets
present word problems and graphs involving. speeds of two
and three miles per hour. Worksheets With ^answers appear
on the next page.

5 Y.)
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Worksheet 14
Unit 25 -.

Same

A puppy walks. wiles per hour.

In 1 hour he walks_ARLatles. .
.

...

In hours he welkAtmlles.
In 7 hours he walks miles. - - -K ,

Thad rdered pair 14,51 means in 4 hours he walks

8 a les.

Complete these ordered
pairs.

21 1 4, 51

I 2,4)
(3, 6)

1 5.10)

Give some ordered
pairs of your own.

( .121
17,)'11

9 ./6)

A boy walks 3 *Iles per hour.

In 1 hour helealks miles,

In 2 hours hi walks miles.

, In 3 hours hi walks miles.

The ordered pair 14,12) mean. In 1.4 hours he

walks 12 miles.

-

Complete these ordered

pairs.

I I,M . 1 4.121

2, 1 1 5.151

13.91

4=.04110

Give some ordered
pairs of your own.

lit .11
421,

(9.20

fJ

4 2 \

Worksheet 15
Unit 25

19

7

)5

Name

(I)'Plot the ordered
pairs for the puppy
from Worksheet 14.

Draw a straight

.
line that contains ,"

all the points.

10

2

20

It
I7

15

....
1".

. . .

1 4. 0
2 3 4 5 7 $ ..6") 12

,

o
® Plot the ordered' 7

pairs for .the boy 4

from Workshoot 14. s

O Dior a straight 7

line that contains
all the points. .

Time

2 7 4 5

Time



Lesson 7: II\TTERPAETING THE SLOPE OF A GRAPH ,
The children will plot linear data (constant speed data), and
interpret graphs as indicating faster or slower speeds than
other graphs. The-word "slope" and its meaning are introduced.

MATERIALS

grid transparency (from Lesson and one blank transparency

Worksheets 16 and 17

PROCEDURE

Using a grid transparency and the overhead projector, draw
and label a two .miles per hour line and a three miles per hour

--line. Have the children turn to,Worksheet 1 6. Help them
locate points for the two and three miles per hour lines. Re-
mind them that two miles per. hour means that in one hour you
would travel two miles. The time-distance ordered pair (1,2)
is on the two miles per hour line. Discuss the meaning of
other points on each line. When the children have plotted
several points for. each
line,- have them draw the
lines starting from the Worksheet t6

Unit 25
origin (0,0). Ask what
(0,0) means and why
each line starts there.
(It means that in zero
hours, zero miles have
been traveled. If no
time has elapsed, then
no distance' has been
traveled.)

Draw the one mile per
hour 'line on your grid
and ask the children
what one mile per hour
means. (In one hour
you travel one mile.)
Develop ordered

Name

171

MUM
8111.111 MEI

immuipm .6Riallinnil
101111111111MINIII

sM WM
11111

; 11Willni MI
111111111141111/AIR 1

m
WI
iiiii

111/11/411 NM
ENTA Wag

76 1 1

411If
3111Z1112111101111
210611
FA

1011
O

MISS
Ili AIMSMGM

MORN

II

MEM
NMI

II ima
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

Time (hours)
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pairs for this line and have-the children explain what each
means: (1,1), (2, 2), (3, 3) , etc. Have the children plot
these on their grids and then draw in and label the one mile
per hour line. Show them how to indicate the units (miles
and hours). This is written miles/hour or mi/hrand.read
"miles per hour" or "miles in an hour."

Akk the children to interpret these lines. What speed does
each line represent? Which speed is faster -7 one, two or
three miles per hour? How does the graph represent which
speed is faster? How is the line for the fastest speed dif-
ferent from the other lines?

HAVE YOU EVER HEARD THE WORD "SLOPE"? WHAT DOES
IT MEAN? CAN YOU USE IT IN A SENTENCE?

CAN YOU THINIC'OF A SENTENCE USING BOTH THE WORD
"STEEP" AND "SLOPE" ?

This discussion should lead the children to the idea thatthe
steepness of a line (or a hill) is the slope of that line (or,
hill) The children should be able to explain that the slope
of the line for a faster speed is steeper.

Ask the children to look at the one mile per hour line.

WHEN WE GO OVER ONE UNIT, HOW MANY UNITS UP DO
WE GO TO RETURN TO THE LINE? (One.) Show_the_path-----
of over one and up one on your transparency.

Ask the same with the two and three miles per hour lines. For
each line have the children pick several points and gd over
and up until they return to the line. They will see that for the
three miles per hour line they go over one and up three from
any point to return to the line. They go over one and up two
for the two miles per hour line.

(The children will begin naming slope in Section 2. The
examination' of slope as a c rtain number of units up per
one unit over is meant only a an introduction to the idea of
slope and to a concrete metho of determining which slope is
steeper.)



On a blafik transparency
(one with ,no grid lines)
draw. three different lines
starting at the origin.
Label the lines AB, CB
and do not label
the speeds.

Then ask:

WHICH LINE REPRESENTS THE FASTEST SPEED? (AB.)
THE SLOWEST?' (EEL) HOW CAN.YOU TELL?

Have the childrdn complete Worksheet 17 by themselves.
Check each child's work. to see that no one has confused
the length of a line with the slope or,steepness of that lin-.
If any children have made this mistake) draw some graphs
on the chalkboard to show that any line can be extended
made shorter without affecting the slope of that graph or f

9
he

speed the line represents.

Worksheet 17

,Unit 25

Name

0 Number the lines from
1 to 5 starting with the
line with the greatest

t (steepest) slope.

0 Which car (doing
slower?

A
/ Car A Cr B

:we

These lines represent
Speed) of 4 mi/hr and 6 mi /hr.

Which tine is steeper?....:1_

Which ling shows the faster
speed? /1

The 6 ml /hr line is line.A.

The slower sliced is--le-mi/hr.

Go

o
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Lesson 8: RACES WITH DURATION TIMING

This lesson invohres races for which data will be recorded
and plotted. Each child runs and the distance he covers in
five seconds is marked and recorded. Each team plots and
compares the distance covered by the fastedt-, the slowest
and a middle speed runner. By comparing the steepness of
various team graphs, the class can determine who-was the
fa-stest runner. The children see that the slope of the graph
is steepest for the fastest runner.

MAT'ERIALS

space in the gymnasium or outdoors

- 2 pendulum assemblies (from Lesson 2) .

- 2 measuring strings (from lesson 2)

8 marking objects (rulers)

recording sheets

Worksheet 18

PROCEDURE

Activity A

BefOle going to the racing
area, review the racing
procedures from Lesson 2,
going 'over the diagram to
refresh the children's mem-
ories. Remind them that
two teams work together,
one team, officiating while
the other team runs. After
all-the members of the
first team have raced, they
serve as officials for the
other team.

When the class is sure of the racing and recording procedures,
take them to the racing area. Have the teams lay out the
measuring strings , run the races and record each runner's
distance traveled in five seconds. When the races are done,
have the children pick up the equipment and return to the
classroom..46 61



Activity B

Ask each child on each
team to prepare a. graph .
on Worksheet 18 showing-
the distance traveled in
five seconds by three
members of his team: the
fastest, the slowest and
one other member. 'All
members of the same team
should agree on which
third member to plot. Each
child on a-team plots the
points on his 'own graph.

Have the children draw a
line segrrient connecting
the origin of the graph
(0 seconds, 0 feet) with
the plotted ,point for each
runner. (See the sample
graph below.)

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

fas'xest runner

slowest .runner
1

2 3

Time (seconds)
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Ask each team to 'study the graph of its -three runners. You
may want to copy one, team's graph on the chalkboard. The.
line segment showing the time and distance of each runner
is called a "graph ;" the complete grid with times and dis-
tances for these runners is also called a "graph." You should

0 make this distinction in the following discussion.

HOW-ARE THE GRAPHS (THE LINE SEGMENT FOR EACH
RUNNER'S TIME AND -DISTANCE). THE SAME? (Each shows
the distance a runner went in five .seconds.).

HOW ARE THE GRAPHS:DIFFERENT? (Some have a steeper
slope showing a faster speed.)' .

Ask the- children to consider the origin for each gr-aph.

WHY DOES THE ORIGIN OF EACH GRAPH START AT 0,0?
WHAT DOES 0,0 MEAN? (0,0 means zero seconds and
zero feet. It means thatwhen each runner was at the
starting line, no time has passed-and they had not run
any feet.)

Now ask the children again how the graphs differ. (Some are
steeper than others'. )

DO THE SLOPES (STEEPNESS) OF THESE LINES TELL US
ANYTHING-ABOUT THE SPEEDS OF THE RUNNERS ? (The-

steeper the slope, the faster the runner.)

IF WE SHOWED THIS GRAPH (the grid with three line seg-
ments) TO A STRANGER, COULD HE TELL WHO WAS THE
FASTEST RUNNER? (Yes.) HOW COULD HE TELL? -(The .

fastest runner is theone who ran' farthest in five seconds.
The graph of his speed has the steepest slope.),

Have the class discuss and compare the graph of each team
(the four grids, each with the times and distances of three
runners). The following questions may be helpful in _guiding
the discussion.

WHO IS THE FASTEST RUNNER IN THE WHOLE CLASS?



It is difficult to determine the fas'.:t runner in the class
when the data for the fastest of each team is plotted on a
_separate grid. -Lead-the children to suggest plotting the
data for the fastest of each team on one grid if they cannot
tell by looking at the separate graphs.

WHO IS THE SLOWEST RUNNEiZ? Avoid this if you feel the
slowest runner .would be embarrassed.

WI-10 IS THE FASTEST BOY? THE FASTEST GIRL?. THE
SECOND FASTEST?

After this discussion the children should be able to read a
graph and to interpret the slope of a graph as indicating a
faster or slower speed than another giaph.

Each child should plot the data for his. time and distance on
Worksheet 18 if he was not one of the children whose data
were plotted for the class discussion.

Have the children save Worksheet 18 for comparison with
data obtained in the-next les scm.

6 tz
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Lesson 9: RACES WITH. INTERVAL TIMITG.

. The position of each runner at cou4s "1", "2", "3" ,-"4", and
"5" is marked, recorded and plotted. ThiS graph should be
an approximately straight line. Each hild compares his new
graph with the 'graph of his race in Les on 8. The two graphs
will be similar. The children should be in to realize that the
graph of a constant speed is a line with constant slope --

, a straight line.

MATERIALS

space in the gymnasium or outdoors

2 pendulums,

2 measuring strings.

- 10 marking objects (rulers)

- recprd sheets
- Worksheet 18 (from the previous-lesson) and WOrkaheet 19

PROCEDURE

Activity A

4

Before going to the racing area, discuss the procedures for
the race. There will be thie judges, one each toniark the
runner's distance°at one, two, three tour and five secorgils.
Only one child runs at a time. The children on Team A should
line up behind the starting line. 'Rive children from' -Team 1.3

will be positioned along the track as judge. The timer,
starter and recorder will carry out their, jabs as in previous
races. When the timer calls "zero", the starter lowers his
arm and the ,first runner starts. When the timer calls out.
"one", the first judge alongthe track marks the position of
the toe a the runner's front foot. At 'two", the second
judge marks the runner and so on.

Aue

When the, runnel- is done, the -recordezz records theposition
at each count. He will need a record sheet like the one on
the next page.

5
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Then he second child on Team A runs . When all the children
on Ten A have run, Team Bruns and Team A officiates. When
all the races have been 'completed, have Ihe children return`'
to the classrobm.

\
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Worksheet 19
Col t 25

40
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2 3 4 5
Time I seconds
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Activit B

nave the recorder-give each
child his data for the race.

'Then each child plots the
data on Worksheet 19. At

. the chalkboard, pfot one
runner's data and discuss
with the class how a- line
segment can be drawn which
approximates all the pOints
plotted. (See the sample
graph below.) HaVe each
child draw such a line.

2 3 4
Time (seconds)

Hai/e thelahildren study the data on Worksheet 19. Most.
children's graphs will show a nearly constant speed. The

.points representing the ditstance at each second all fall close
to the line tegment. Ksk the children why -the points are'near
(or on) the line And what this means. (It means the child ran
At about a constant speed. His speed did nbt chdnge much.)

COU D A RUNNER KEEP.UP THIS CONSTANT SPEED FOR.
AN (No,' he would get tired.) WHAT WOULD
HAPPEN TO HIS SPEED? (It would get less becauSe he
would slow down.)

. IF A RU NNERSLOWED DOWN, WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
HIS GRAPH? WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE? (The slope' of

6
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the graph would change. It would become less steep.
The graph would not be a straight line.) /

Ask the children totVompare the'data they plotted for the first .

race (Workiheet 18) and that 19r the second race (Work's4et.
'19). For-Many children, the slope of. each line was similar.
For some 'children the data differed because they ran faster
or slower in one race than in4he other.

COULD WE PLOT THE POINTS FROM THE FIRST RACE
(Worksheet 18) ONTO THE GRAPH OF THE SECOND RAGE
( Worksheet 19).?.

Have each child transfer his distance at live'seconds from
Worksheet 18 ;onto Worksheet 19: He should diaw'a line
from this point to the origin (0, 0). Have the children put,
away Worksheet 18 and look at Worksheet 19.

DID ANYONE RUN FASTER IN THESE6cND RACE THAN
HE DID IN THE FIRST-?---

DID ANYONE COVER LESS DISTANCE IN FIVE SECONDS
IN THE SECOND RACE THAN HE DIDIN THE FIRST RACE?

ARE THERE ANY RUNNERS WHO RAN ABOUT fiat SAM
TANCE IN FIVE SECONDS IN THE SECOND RACE AS IN THE
FIRST RACE? IF SO, WHAT DO YOU NOTICE ABOUT THE
TWO LINES? (They are similar.)

I 4.

HOW AR THE DATA DIFFERENT FOR THESE RACES'?;
(For the first race we plotted only two points.7.- the origin
and the distance at five seconds. For the second. race we
plotted six points -- the origin and the data at eeich of

. five seconds.)

ry
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Lesson I 0: NON CONSTANT SPEEDS

In Lesson 9 a question was raised ab6ut 'the graph of a race
in whidh the speed changed. In this lesson the children
will plot and interpret data for runners who change speed.
They will see that the plot of a race in which the speed,
changed significantly will not be a straight line and that an
increase in speed is indicated by an increase in slope.

MATERIALS

- space ingymnasium or outdoors
- 2 pendulums
- 2 measuring strings
- masking tape

I2 rulers

recording sheets-

pencils

Worksheet 20

PROCEDURE \\

Review what the children found when they compared the
grapos from their first 'two races. They were running at
constant speeds, so the'graph of the time-distance relation
was always a straight line. This relation between constant
speed and straight line graphs should be stressed.

Explain that the class is going to run races today in which
they will change their speeds. Remind them of the discus-
sion of the who might get tired after running for an
hour and slow his speed. How would his graph change?
(The slope for the faster speed would be steeper than thd
slope-for his slower' spe!. J.)

A simple way to change speed during a race is to hop for
three counts and then run for the next three. Have a few
children sketch their ideas of what a graph of this race
would look like. A sample graph appears on the next page.
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The procedure
in Lesson 9.
position for o
runner starts
timer calls "t
near judge t
runner to run

-2 3 4

Time (seconds)

or this race is a modification of the one used
here are six judges, eabh marking the runner's

e of the counts from on I through six. The
ut hopping and changes to running when the
ee." There-is a 'second starter positioned ..

ee who lowers his arm t "three" to remind the

0
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After the races, the recorder should read off each child's
data. Each child should plot 'his own data on Worksheet
20. Then discuss the race, the graphs, and the relation
between the change in speed and the change in slope on

- the graphs.

liorksheet 20

Unit 25

Name

2 3 4 5

Time iseeondsi

6 7
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CAR RACING AND, MULTIPLYING WITH SLOPE

PURPOSE

To introdu4 the idea of naming slope.

To develop an understanding of constant speed represented by a
straight line graph.

To develop the idea of slope as an ertiodiment of multiplication.

O

To provide practice in roiltiplying using graphs of different
slopes.

(-

COMMENTARY

In son i i the children race toy cars and graph the data on grids.
By examining the slope of each graph, they can answer questions
such as: "Which car went fastest in trial 1?", "Did the same car
go faste\st in each trial? ", and "Can we tell which car went the great-
est distance in five seconds in any of the trials?".

Lesson 12 introduces the children to naming the slope of a line as a
number of units up per a number of units over on a grid. The children
draw lines that represent given slopes and also name the slopes of
lines that are given on grids.

P." -.1

I I.)
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In Lesson 13 the children discover that any line on a grid can have
infinitely many names for its slope. Games and worksheets give
practice in finding many different names for the same slope. It is
usually easiest to name slope as a whole number of units up per
one unit over, although some slopes are more easily named as a
whole number of units up per two or three units'over.

In LeSson 14, the children race their cars again, marking the
position of the car at each of five seconds. They graph the data
and name the slope. They discuss the fact that when a car goes
the .same distance during each second of a race, it is traveling at

.a constant speed. The children examine .theingraphs and see that
a graph ora constant speed is a,straight line.



'I-

_3"

In Lesson 15 the children modify their cars to. slow them down and
then compare the speeds of the modified and unmodified cars. The
children find that in both races the car went at a constant speed
(the graphs are straightlines) and,that the unmodified car always
went faster (its graph always has the steeper slope).

rot
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In Lesson 16 the chil-
dren see that slope is
related to multiplica-
tion. They find that
they can use a line
with slope two per one,
for example,' to multi-
ply by two. The pro-
duct of three times two
can be found by start-
ing at three on the hori-
zontal axis, moving up
to the line, and moving
across to the vertical.
axis. The number there
is the product, six.

4

.

2.10 Slope

,9
8

6

5
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The children get a 'multiplication machine" in Lesson 17 which
they can use to multiply integers upto ten times nine. This ma-
chine is a grid and lifies with slopes ranging .from one per one
through nine_per one. The children complete several worksheets
using the machine. The lesson includes two optional activities
using this machine. One optional activity involves multiplying
mixed numbers and the other involves division of whole numbers .

e

In Lesson .18, the children race their cars on circular tracks. In
previous lessons, to find which car went fastest, they determiried
which went the greatest distance in a fixed amount of time. Since
the circular track is a fixed distance, the time durations will vary.

0

In order to compare the speed of different cars, the children must
determine the amount of time it takes the car to complete one rev-
olution. The children race their cars modified and unmodified, and.
observe the effects of turning the carslfront wheels in or out. .

-%
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In Lesson 19 the children ptedict the a-mount of time it will take
their cars to travel a fixed distance and test their-predictions. Some
children may'realize that if their car went 20 feet in five seconds in.,
preVious races, it will-take about six seconds 'to go 25 feet since it
travels at four feet per second. By looking at the accuracy of the
children's predictions and the discussions of the results, you should
be able to evaluate somewhat 'how well the children understand the
relation between time and distance and the concept of speed.

aio
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In Section 2 several lessons involve car races. The purposes of
the.car races are: I) ,to teach children experimental proce.duies,
.2) to generate data for less'ons in which the children learn to draw
and name slopes of lines, 3) to help children perfect their data-
gathering methods. Cars are used to provide a fun way of gathering
slope data. Therefore, the type or speed of the cars does not
really matter. The instructions for racing procedures given in the
lessons refer to one.kind of car, but these can easily be modified
to fit whatever car your class is using. For schools that do not
get the OMSI kit, and for teachers who would like the children to .

work in smaller groups, we suggest you ask children to bring any
battery operated car they may have.

tho,.ptpage-I5I the guide string discussed in the racing' procedures
is to help the Car run in a straight line. The car pictured in the
lessons accomodates toothpicks. The string .goes'over the car, be-
tween the toothpicks. There are other ways of using the guide string:

Make a masking tape loop with two pidces of masking tape.
One piece should be an inch longer than the other. Put sticky
sides together, leaving a half-.inch of the sticky side at each
End so that it will stick to the car. The guide string can run ,

over the car and through, the loop. .

1111
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2. Run the car over the guide
'etring. If you have a larg.e
car, use yarn or clothes
line rope for the guide string.

. Such a guide string will keep
the car running in a straight
line.

I

In the lesdons , thears are modified by replacing one of the
j batteries with a worn-downlpattery br a two-inch paper clip..

If your car can not be adapted to these methods, you could
tape weightd to the car or tie something on that will drag
behind. Before the children use their modified cars for the
lesson, have them time the cars to be sure that they have
been slowed down significantly.

If your racing space is limited, you can change the duration
of the races or the distance that the cars run.
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Lesson 1.1: CAR TIME TRIALS

In this lesson the cfiildren use the procedures they deVeloped
during the foot races to time cars. Eac,h team runs a gar for
five seconds-in three different races, ,aind records the dis,
tances it travels. Then they graph the various races of all
teams and compare the data, asktrig*which car went slowest,

43
fastest and so on.

MATERIALS

. .

-- for each team

racing spaced

car

2 size AA penlight batteries, I volt

2 toothpiCks

7" guide string, (30 feet)

measuring string (frOmierBvious lessons)
.

penduluin.(from previous lessons)

object to mark position of car (eraser or ruler)

ruler (to measure distafice of car)

record sheet

chair

t
for each child --

Worksheet 2.1.

80
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PREPARATIOIT

.

Motor

O.

Each team needs a space abOut five feet wide and thirty feet
long. The best place' to rurile the races is "in the g'ymnasium,
but if you can. move the le'sks in your alassroom,..the races
can, be held there. Th measuring string need not be taped /
down `past: the 3b-to mark. If your classrbom is toi 'short
to allowrthei cars to run for five seconds , you may run the*

\ par rapes for only, four seconds.

To put tie batteries in,the car, place *them so that the p si-
t1 ive,en.ds .(tops) are at the head Of the arrows on the ca floor..
Tape them to the car chassis with the masking tape to make
sure they stay inplace. Toothpick's should be inserted in the ,
two,holes at the front of the car. The switch-for the motor is
ilmderneatti the car behind the .front wheels. Be sure the
wheels are not touching anysurfacWhen the motor goes on.

Top View

'V

jibattery
(positive end)

battery
(positive end)

r

o hOles
. for

toothpicks

Warn the children not* to push down bn he car oriilold-
the wheels when the motor is 'on othe.Lmoor will burn
out. If the car motor stops working, ybia--may be able
to fix it by gently spinning'the back wheels while the
motor. is on% Warn the children each time they,use the
cars that they musenot push down on' the car or hold
the back wheels when it.is in motion. The motor snaps
into the beck end Of the car. If it should, fall out when
the children are u ing' the cars, simply put it ISackin,
place.

8
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Cut four guide strings,' each about 30 feet long. Each car
runs under, a guide string, which is taped to the floor. T'Ic.
string runs over the car and between the toothpicks.

N
PROGEbt.TRE

/:,' Activity A
) Explain the 'procedures before beginning.the races.

Each team needs this, equipment: one measuring string,
one guide string, one pendulum assembly, one Chair,
masking tape, one car, two batteries, two toothpicks,

. one markingobject, a ruler, &recording sheetand a pen-
cil. Each team chooses a name and labels its car with
an identifying mark. The same children rhu0 work together
and with the car in all, car races.

2. The 'ch dren tape the measuring siring at both ends to the
floor. he guide stringshould be taped parallel to the meas-
tming string and abo4 Six inches from it. Each end should
be held down firmly with several pieces of tape... Thel'guide,

string should extend at least ;loot behind the startin9
so that the car can be placed underneath it.

3. A. judge with a marking object shOulcl be stationed along
the measuring string at approximately the distance the
car will go in fiveseconds. The Children might want too
make a trial run '.q determine where the judge should I
stand, or the judge ban follow the car along the trackisO
he will be with it after five seconds.

.0

4. 'A car catcher should be stationed at the end of the 'guide
string. He will lift the car 'off the floor when it runs to
the end of the grind, turn 'the

not
-off, and return the

car to the starter. (Warn him not to push down on the Car-""
when the motor is running.).

'Starters'

a

Timer 'judge

Guicke String

Recorder

1.,

.

0.

oiCatcher
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5. '10 prep r®.-the car for the race, have the starter check to
see th t th'e 'front wheels are straight. Hq turns on the'
motor Then he gently lifts the guide string and puts the
car u der it so that the string runs over the cart and be-
twee the toothpicks. The stafter moves the car up the
strin until the front wheels are even with the zero mark
otthe measuring string. He \lifts the back wheI els so that
they re not touching the floor.

6. The timer begins the, countdown ("two, one;' zero, one ").
When the starter hears "Zero," he puts the rear wheelS of the
car on the floor and lets the car go. When the timer-calls
"five," the judge marks the\front of the car with his marking
object. The car runs to the send of the guide 'string where it
will stop. Have the catcher iexturn it to the starter.' Remind
him not to push down on the ca when the ,ra6tor,ie on.' He 6.

should pick up the car,. turn ,off he Motor, :and'Orry it back
to the starter.

.1111(
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The recorder notes the poSi ion of the marking object to
the nearest inch by finding he nearest half-foot on the
measuring string, then eas ring the intervening-inches
with a ruler. He record this datum in the correct place
on a record sheet the class ha developed. It might
look like this:

70

Team
Distance car traveled

in 5 seconds

Trial 1

'Trial 2

I

ITrial' 3

Help the children set up their equipment... H ve each team
run three trials and record! the daium for each\. Remind the
chi dren to exchange jobs! for each trial so that every child
on team can participate. When the trials ar finished,

. gather up the equipment and return to the c:lasSroom for a
disOUssion of the results

Activity B

Let themember's of each team discuss their dat and decide
how far the car went in the fastest trial. (Hav them turn
ahead in their student mdlnuals to Worksheet 32 and record
this distance in the box marked "Unmodified. " They will use
this data in Lesson 15.) They should decide if ny differences
in the data for the three trials were caused byte movement
of the car Or were due to inaccuracies in measurement.

Have each team divide, into three subgroups: 1, 2 and 3.
Each subgr up plots the data for one of the time ials their
teamiran (1, 2 or 3 respectively) on Worksheet 21, drawing
a line connecting the origin and the five-second oint. Then
each subgroup exchanges data with the correspo ding subgroup



of every other team. This data should also be graphed on
Worksheet 21. For example, trial #1 group will graph time
trial #1 for each car.

Xorkelleet 21
Unit 25

Trial -4

Team Name

Distance
In
5

Seconds

Nave

Unmod f led Car
at 5 seconds

20

Ulla=
imammummim
11111=1111111113Min
111011111111111111MI
MIMMINIIIII1111111111111111

MIUNIHINIE

11010111MMIIIINUMBNIM=111111M11

1.111
111111111MAIIIIMI1111011111111=

MIA
IMMIli111111

1 2 3 '4

Time (seconds)

4

Have the children in correonding trial groups sit together
while you lead a discusscon

R
of'such questions as:

. -
ARE ALL THE GRAPHS FOR TRIAL I THE SAME? (No.) Re-
peat the question for trials 2 and 3.

HOW CAN, YOU TELL WHICH CAR WENT FASTEST IN TRIAL
I ? IN TRIAL 2? TRIAL 3? (By looking at the distances

-on' the chart, or at the slopes of the lines on the grid.
The graph for the fastest car has the steepest slope.)

85
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CAN WE LIST THE FOUR CAR%IN ORDER BY THEIR SPEEDS
FOR EACH TRIAL?

Have each trial group rank the cars I through 4 (fastest to
slowest) on the chart on Worksheet 21.

Have the children from the appropriate trial group display
their graphs as. you askthe following questions.

WHICH CAR-WENT SLOWEST IN EACH TRIAL? . (In trial 1,
the Red Baron car went.slowest, etc.).

1If
DID ANY TWO CARS GO AT ABOUT THE SAME SPEED IN
TRIAL 1? 22, 3?

WHICH TEAM'S CAR WENT EASTEST IN THE FIRST TRIAL?
IN THE SECOND? IN THE THIRD?' ,

DID THE SAME CAR GO THE FASTEST IN EACH TRIAL?

D040,WE HAVE A CAR WHICH WE CA ti CALL THE FASTEST?
(Yes, if onp car ran fastest in t,wo aut of three trials.)

CAN WE TELL W-HICH CAR RAN THE GREATEST DISTANCE'

the one that went fastest
IN'FIVE SECONDS IN ANY OF THE THREE 'RIALS? (Yes,

covered the greatest distance.)

e
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Lesson 12: INTRODUCTION TO THE NAMING 01F SLOPE
O

4

In this lesson the children begin naming slopes of 1s.
Slope is named as the number of unite up per the number -of
units over on the grid. The easiest way to determine the slope
of a line is to start at any point on the line that is at an inter-

., section of the grid, and move over one square and up as many
squares as necessary to return to the line. Although slope
names are read "three up per one bver" or "three ,per one," they
are written like fractions, 3 (up) .

I (over)

This particular slope name _could be reduced to an integer (3),
but we will retain the fractional form to emphdsize the up per
over meaning of the name. In the diagram blow, the slope
of the line is three up per one over. At any point on that line,
the steepness-increases by three units up per one unit over to
return to the line.

3 up per one over

3 up per one over

3 up per one over

MATERIALS

overhead projector

grid transpSrency

_Works hers 22-27

'II I 1
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PROCEDURE

Activity A

In previous lessons the children talked about their idea of
the meaning of slope and steepness, but'they may need to

7 review these ideas again. A discussion of the children's -

practical experience with slope may help develop the mathe*---
matidal idea of slope and the naming of slope.

Begin by asking the children if they have ever run or ridden a
bicycle up a hill and how they felt once they reached the top.
Are some -h -Hs- harder t6 go up than others? How do you know
they are harder? Do you get More tired? Why do you get
mere tired going up some hills than others?

These questions should lead into a disCussion of steepness
arid slope. Encourage the children to mention things other
than hills that have slope: roofs, playground slides, etc.

On a chalkb9ard grid or grid transparency on the ,overhead
projector, draw two lines-, AB (slope four per one) and ca
(slope one per one). Do not label the slopes, but mark the
grid intersections that each line passes through. ,Ask-the
children which line has the steeper slope.

A

C

D

o B 3

irV
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The children will probably \say that,line AB is steeper than line
CD. Ask them if they can a's\sign a numbei to the steepness of
each liiie. Encourage suggestions. If no one has any ideas,

4 have a child start at a grid inte\section that line CD passes
through, move one step -(one unie)\to the right, and then take
one step back to the:line. Have' him do this starting at another
grid intersection that line CD passe through. Then have him8
move one unit. to the right from differe t points on line AB, each
time moving up as many units as necessary to return to the line.
Ask what the children notice about these alks. After you, have
elicited the observation that it takes more tees up to get back
to line AB, you may spell out the details: " youtake one step
to the right of line AB, the line withthe steeper slope, it takes
four steps up to get back to the line. After you have gone-one
step to the right of line CD, the line whose stopejs less steep,
it takes just one stepoup to get back to the line."' As you say
this; trace the appropriate paths with a pointer. \
As-k the children whether or.not they can use these relati nships
to assign a 'number to the steepness of the lines AB and Ca'. s;
Develo'p the idea that the steeper the slope of a line, the gr -ater
the number of units (or steps) one must go up to ietUrn to the
line for each step tAkrbn to the right. The children should see
that they can compare the slopes of different lines by deter-
mining the number Of sfep :s needed to return to the line for each -
step taken to the right.

e 4
Explain that we can name the slope of a line by the following' t---<
method:

J

number of units to get back up to the line upslope = ornumber of units over tothe right, s.; over

For example., on line AB, if you take one step to the right
you must take four steps up to get back to the line. So the
slope is -This should be read as "four up per one over."

For line CD, if you take one step to the right you must take
one step up to get back to the line. So the slope is (one
up per one over).
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Start at several places on each line to show that the slopes
will be the same no matter where you start your walks. Re-
mind the children that it is. easiest to determine slope if they
start at a grid intersection the line passes through.

.

Worksheet 22
Lhit 25

Name

Which tine has the greater slope. la or()

Mark the paths you used to find your answer.
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Have the children com-
plete Worksheet *22.
Ask them to describe
the slope of line XZ.
Have a childdemon-
strate on the chalkboard
how he determined his
answer. The easiest
way is to start at a point
on a line that falls on a
grid intersection and
count' over and up. Tell
the children they can
start atany grid inter-

, section the line passes
through. Mark another
point, and ask if some-
one-could find the slope
from that point. Ask if
the slope would be the
same from any point on
the line and have the
pupils measure the slope
from several points on
line XZ on their-papers.
The slope is two up per
one-over.

Then ask how many units they needed to go up to return to line
YW on their worksheets when they had taken one step to the
right. Tell them we would say that this line has a slope of
five up per one aver, because we have to go five units up to
return to the line after having gone one unit to the right 'from
the line.

Have the children complete Worksheets 23 through 26 as a
class or individually. If the symbol for "line" (:(-->)* is un-
familiar to the children, 'explain it using Worksheet 25.



NOTE: Watch to see if.any children are confusing the idea
of an ordered pair with the idea of naming slope. An ordered
pair, such as (1,3) indicates a location. one pgint on a
graph. A name for a slope, such as three per one, describes
the steepness of a line. At any point on that line, the name
of the slope is three per one., The children know that the
first numeral of an ordered pair.eeferb to, the over axis and
the second to the up axis. For a slope name, the top numeral.
tells how many units to go up and the bottom numeral tells
how.many to go over. You should make explicit the distinction
between bn ordered pair and a slope name only if the children
are confused.

Be sure the children do riot read IT-, for example, as three
'over per one up. Emphasize that the name is always read:

up per over."

Worksheet 23
Unit 25

Name

Color lines with the same slope the same color.
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Worksheet 24
Unit 25

Name
ti

Sue marked the slope of each line below, but she
does not know if she is right. Check them for her,
and correct the ones that are wrong.
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Worksheet 25
Lhit 25

Nam

The slope of line AE is--L.-beeause when 1, moved
one unit dyer I had to go 1.--unitial up to return
to the line.

Ms slope of BF Is -----because when I moved one
unit over, I had to go __-t-_.unitlel up to raern.

to theo.line.

The slope of line CG

The slope of DH is

78

Asctivity B

In the previous activity the children named the slopes of
lines. In this activity they draw lines of given slopes.

qpnionstrate for the children how. to draw a line with a 'givdn
slope, for example, .

I Choose any grid intersection
(point A).

2. Count over one space (khe bottom,
numeral of the slope na&).

3. Go up,three spaces (the top
numeral of the slope name) .

4. Repeat these steps from Point
B to arrive at paint C .

Worksheet 26
Unit 25

Hark paths to find the slopes of these lime.

Fill in "slope = " next to each line.

5. Draw d line connecting the
plotted points.

F.1

C

A
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- On the chalkboard grid or a grid transparency, have several.
children draw lines of given slopes. Have `these volunteers'
explain the steps in drawing a line of a given s'lope through
a given point. Let enough, children d aw lines of given slopes

until the class understands how to do it. .

Hdve the students complete Worksheet 27 and as many other
examples as needed until all children can I) name the slope
of a given line, and 2) draw a line of a given slope. If the
children need more practice have them draw the lines on one
of the blank grids in the beck of the. student manual.

worksheet 27 Name
Unit 25 ,

Draw lines with these slopes on the grid.
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- Now draw line EG with any sive you want. Have
name the slope of t.O. Name the slope

of his EG.
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'Lesson 13: MORE WORK WITH NAMING SLOPE
4

In the previous lesson the children name sl'ope as a whole
number of units !up per one unit over. Now they will learn
that slope can be named as a whole number/of units up per
any whole inumber of units, over, and that there a.re an infinite
number of names for the same slope. Six per two, nine per
three, and, twelve per four are other

ono.
names for a slope of

/three per

There are othen.slopes, such as five per two, that when re.-
duced to units up per one unit over result in a/fractional num-
ber of\unit's up (two and one-half/up per one over, in this
case). The children are given examples of this type, but are.
not asked,to reduce them to units up per one over.

MATERIALS

overhead projelior

grid transparency

Worksheets 28=-30

PROCEDURE I
Activity A

Using a chalkboard grid or grid transparency silow the:chil-
dren how to name several lines as a certain number of units
up per two units over.; Also ask -several children to,dcaw
lines whOseslOpes are named'as so many units_pp pef two
over: Emphasize that slope it, not always named as A certain
number up per one over and that the same procedure,t are fol-
lowed no matter how many units over we go. For example,,_.
three per one could be named six Per' two.

ActiVity B

Erase the lines drawn on the grid. Put a point on the,grid
"anywhere exc4pt at 0,0 and explain that a line on a grid
can stare anywhere. Tell the childre_n that they are going
-to-draW lines that must pass through this point.

1
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Ask a child to draW a line with a Slope of tetree per onegthirough*-
the, point. TO. other children should watch c,arefully.to's0
t .has.dOne it correctly. Le0eth4s line on4the grid. Ask
,anoth child Ad draw'a line lkith.OloA six per two that also
passeithrough'ibe point. He yvill'Ffiscover that h.iselineis the
same, as the, line the first child dreW. Have him draw.11isline

.'anyhOw, on top of the first line. A k other volunteerOto draw
-lines witthe slopes nine per three , twelve per four, .a.nd ,,' i

fittee.0 per five, all passing through hep(A.ht. Each chilcl'=-,
will see that his line is the same as he other children's line.

\.
11 ."\\

,
,. ..

Ask,the class, why all these lines fell ip giesamer place. (Lead ''
them to see that there 'are man'y. names

not
the. same4sloper. For-

each harm, the slope of the line does not change. StreSsithe
/fact that the children could use many di erent names for the,.
same slope, but that it is usually easiest to use a certain natie;
such- as three per one inthis example. . .

1 t. . -' ' 7 :. /,
i

On a fresh grid, ask a--Child to draw a lin with the slope two
. per one through a 'given point. Ask other ' hildren to draW lines /
with the slope-four per two, six pet th'ree,,,and eight per four
thrOugh thiS' same point. The children will see:that these are

ferent names for the same line. --'s

Activity C:\ Name Getne

Have the childien turn to WPrksheet 28. e graph onthi
page shows line AB with a slope of two per 'pne, and line OP
with, a slope of one per one. Do not tell thg children these
.s lopes. Explain that the class is .going to play a game.;
'giving different names for the slop. of line ]AB on' the work-

.

Divide the children into two teams. Ctoose a scorekeeper
who will_ write.down each correct response in the column of/.
the team that gave it.; Have him make a Icioresheet. One/
child on team I begins \by giving a slot.. name for line AE:
He Might say "two per one." The children On team' 2 dec,ide

-whether. or not,this is correct. If the mime is correct, trie
scorekeeper writes 'the name oji the 'gcoresheet under the team
I column. The childre9 on teams should indicate on
their worksheets that this name has been closen. n a
child'on team 2 givos, a name. He might say "four per two. "
The scorekeeper record's the response.

sheet. .

41,

I. 81
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The teams alternate
. , tiering the slope. If a ',,

child gives an incorrect
name, the other team
must challenge it, and .

say' wby it is wrong.
The team with the wrong
responsageigno credit
for tharesponse;and .

loses its turn. The tvam
that gets the 'most coi.-
rect ansWers wing.

Not -every child on'eaal
1 A

,

team will-get_a chance
,' I to give a slope name/un-
.41 19ss tliere are manyin-

-
, 4

Ai correct responses. Have
'k.Ktil' the teams play'again,

using' line OP, beginning
with the children wlab

'\have not yet had -a turn.

1

,
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Workottitet 28
Unit 25 ism*
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worksheet 29
Unit25

Name

1:-
/ +

/7. ... ...... . ,

.. ...
4,0

.

-

.. .. ....
tift . elope

V

Actiyity D

Have thie children form teams
of three or four Members.
each and turn to Worksheet

1129. Choose a slope (
up per one overt and write
on the hoard three or four
names for th5 at s

0
lope. F

1 1 5 2
or

0'example: ' --
2 3 4

Each child on a team chooses',
a different sloptst name and
'records that name in-the spice
at the bottoM Of his worksheet.
The-n he draws a line QR with
the slope name he has choSen.,

' his line must pass 'through
poia Q.

After each child on a team
has drawn his line, have

-5

r.
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the children tear out their worksheets. 'Then the children on
a team compare the lines they have drawn by holding up two
Worksheets at a time, one' on top of the other, to a light.
Tell the children to be sure the dark border of one worksheet
is lined up with the border of the -other w'orksheet, also point
Q shOuld be lined. up on both worksheets.

The children should discOverhat each me'mSer Of the team
drew a line with the same slope, only the names are different.
If some lirie is not the, same as the others, he should
check his .work and re-draw the line.

Activity-E

Commqntary
0

The slopes the children have been working with so far are
all reducible to a whole number of units up per one unit over
(e.g. , ,three up per one over) and can be expressed as integers
(e.g. , three). But there'are some slopes that are named by a
fraction or mixed number of units up when reduced to " up
per one over and cannot be expressed as integers.. For ex-
ample, five per two is reduced to two and one-half up per one

over.
0

It is sometilnes more convenient to eliminate the fraction or
mixed number by naming the slope as a certain number of units

;up per two (or three or four, etc.) units,over. In this activity
the children will work with slopes, such as five per two, but'
will not be asked to reduce them' to, say, tOo and one-half up,
per one 'over.

When the children encounter a fractional slope, they will find
that if they go over one -unit, they must go up a mixed number
of units to return to the line. There is a way of finding another
name for the slope a name that uses whole number: only.'

83
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The techixiqug is: .

I. Choose a point (A) that
'lies on a grid intersection
which lone XY passes
through.,

2. Then find the next grid
intersection that line XY
pauses through (point B).

3. Count the number of units
over and up that it takes
to -get from A to B. The
slope name is five up per
two over.

4. Check this answer by
counting the units over
and-Up from point°B to the
next poinftliat lies on a
grid intersection (C). Again
it is. five up per two over to
return to the line.°

e'
so

00.0 .
0,0

'A

X

A

A

0

Fractional slopes (those that are nit reducible to an integer)
are included in this lesson so that the children will learn to
name the slope of any given line and to draw a line of any
given slope. No matter what slope or what name is given,.
the procedure of naming or drawing that 'Slope is the same:
the number of units up per the number of units over.

ClaSs demonstration

Put a line MW with slope five per two on the overhead grid
and ask'the children to name the slope. Some child may say
"two and one -half up per. one over." This is a very-good
answer, but tell the children they can name this slope with-,
out using a mixed number{of units up. If no child thinks of
how to do it, remind them of the different names they gave
for the slope of lines in the previous lesson. (Remind them
that slope six'per two names the same line. as slope three
per one.) Ask the children if this idea could be used to name
the slope of line MW. (Yes, it can.)

10
4.
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Elicit from the children the name five per two fdr this, line by
demonstrating the procedure mentioned on the previous page.
Ask the children for other names that can be expressed in
whole numbers, such as ten per four and fifteen per six.

0.

Remind the children. that there are many names for the slope,
of a line. Ail-these names mean the same thing; the name
changes, but the slope of the line remains the" same. Also
remind the children that the procedure, of naming slope is
always the same. Slope is named as the number of units up
per the number' of 'units Oyer.

Have the children name the 'slope of lines such as three per
two.and seven per three. Encourage them to use the technique
of moving from one ,gfid intersection to the next. to find a name.
that uses whole numlers only.

Have the children complete Worksheet 30. Ask the children
what they notice about the sldPes of line AB andCD-.----(They
are the same.)

Norksheet 30
t 25 Naito

Draw the slopes. Choose any starting' point.

1,1f g
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Lesson 14: CAR RACES WITH MULTIPLE TIMING

The children.race their.cars and 'each team marks the position .

of the car at one second' intervals for five seconds. The data
graphedare graphed and the.children see that a constant speed pro-

duces a constant slope on the graph. .A constant slope is a
straight line, although all the points 'on the graph may not
fall exactly.rr the line. The children compare the graphs of
different teams for the same race and discovet that they can
tell which line has the steepest slope by examining the slope
names.

MATERIALS

for each team

racing space

car
2 batteries

2 toothpicks

..measuring string ..,

guide string

- pendulum
o

chair

masking tape.

-z- 5 marking objects,.

ruler

-- recording sheet

for each child.

Worksheet 3I

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Revield the rocedure that the class used in Section, I when
they ran foot races and marke&the runner each second for five



0
a

7

seconds. The same setup will used to race and time The
cars. Remind the children that there will now be five- judges.
Each marks the 'position of the front of the car at the appro-
prate 'Cc3unt: One of the judgeg-may have to act also as
catcher to retrieve the par and carry it back tip the starter.
The 'recorder should make a tecording sheet so he pan, write
down the distance of the car at each Second. When the chil-
dren are familiar with the proc6clute, 'have each team-set-up
the equipment and 'run three races, "marking the car -each
second for five seconds. Be sure the recorder is measuring
the distance in inches using the measuring string and a ruler.
If the batteries are becoming weak, replace-them but save
the old ones for later lessops. Remind the children egairi
that they must-not prgss down on the .car -when the motor is

Activity B
.

p

\
Have each. team divide
into three groups.
Have them turn to
Worksheet 31. Trial
#1 group plots the data

-from trial one, trial #2
group plots trial two,
and' trial #3 group plots
trial three. When the
five ,points are plotted-i
'the 'child draw's a
straight line which
goes as close as pos-
sible to all the points.
Then each child deter
mine&the slope' ofhis .
grapliA.:fup per five
over) and records it on
the worksheet.

Choose a graph. (one
that shows a constant`
speed) of one team and
put this -line on *a chalk-
board grid or.an ove-

7

!!--f

'Worksheet 31
Unit 25

50

45

40

35

30

4. 25

20

IS

to

5

Name

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 '7

Seconds

8

Unmodified Car
Distance 4tra%eled

each second

1 second ft.

2 seconds ft.

...
3 seconds ft.

'.4 seconds ft.

5 seconds ft.

Trial 4'
The slops of the line is-r__up per 5 over.

101
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'A
heatgrid. Ask the class if they carctellwhether the car -

went the same speed each second by looking at the graph.
(Yes.)

- .

.88"

OW -FAR-DID THE CAR GO DURING' THE-FIRST SECOND?
DURING THE SECOND SECOND? DURING THE THIRD?
FOIJRTH? 'FIFTH?

1 'Have'the children determine how far the car went during each
second. You may have to help them do this. (If the car was
at the 12-foot mark at two seconds and. the I 8-foot mark at
three seconds, it went six feet during the third second.)

DID THE-CAR 'COVER ABOUTVI'HE SAME NUMBER OF FEET
DURING EACH SECOND? WHAT CAN WE SAY -ABOUT THE
SPEED OF THE CAR? (It traveled at about the same speed'.)
WHAT WAS THE SPEED QF THIS'CAR'IN TERMS OF FEET

PER SECOND? -

Tell the children that when the car goes the same distanCe
each second, we can say that it is going at a constant speed.
(If the speed varied, ask the children to suggest reason4.)

-
WHAT IS THE CONSTANT SPEED FAR THIS RACE? IF THE

CAR KEPT ,00ING AT THIS CONSTANT SPEED, HOW FAR
W6ULD IT GO AFTER- SIX,SECONDS?

V

Remind'the children of the race in which they hopped for
three seconds, then ran for three seconds. When they graphed
this race, the slope of th6 line. changed because the- speed
changed. Ask the class whether theythink the graph of a
car race would. be a straight line if the.speed of the .6 ar

changed. Draw them 'to the conclusion that when the speed
of a Car is constant the graph of that race will be a 'straight
line. .

Activity C
0

Ask one child who plotted trial one from each team to come to
the front Of the.room with his g aph. These four,childrpn
should hold up their graphs so that the children in the class-
room can. see°them, but they should cover the slope naine that
iS written on the worksheet. Ask the class to decide which.
car went faste-sf and which went' SlOViest just by looking at

,
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the steepness of the graphs. UnlesS. there.was a greathlif-
ference in speed among the cars, the children will discover
that:they cannot tell easily ,Which'car went'sloWest and fast-
esrbecause, the grapha.are.not all on the. same grid.:

Ask, the children for suggestions on flow to compare the cars
for trial One. They may propose plotting data from trial one
of all four teams on the same grid. This_ls'a. good suggestion,
but.there isan easier Someore should-suggest compar-
ing the slope name of each graph. Each child with trial. one.
data has already determined the slope of his graph as so many
units up per fiv.e units ov,pr..` The, slope with the. largest num-.
ber Op per five over is the steepest slope and indicates fast-
es1 speed because that car went farthest in five" seconds.,

The children who plotted trial two may want to get-together
and determine which gar went fastest in trial two. "Trial
three children may want to do the sarrie. Children who plot-
ted trial 'one could determine which Car went second fastest.

Ask the children if. they can think of-ways to slow down their
cars. Leithem give a few suggestions, and.tell them that
they will be doing this in the next lesson-.

Have the children turn ahead to VOrksheet 44.in their student
manuals. Each child should copy the datafropa,the chart on
Worksheet 31 (distance traveled each second).onto the chart'
on Worksheet 44. They should also kndicate what trial the
data is for. They will use this data in Lesson 19'.

. , .

'
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Leson 151. MODIFIED CAR RACES

1

7. ,

In thiS lessdn'the children deuelop m ethods to slow down
their cars. They predict how far the modified cars will go
in five Seconds and then test theii- prediOtions. The class
compares the "modified speeds with the original speeds of

.the cars'. Chey see that the graph of the faster speed 6.1wayS
has. a steeper slope, and that- as long the speed is con7...
stant; the graph will be straight line.

MATERIALS

fof each team

racing space

car

object for modifying car (2 paper clip.,: old battery)

2 penlight batteries

2'toothpic14

guide string

easuring string

pendulum

chair.

masking tape

, marking object
recording sheet'

ruler

10r-the class --

overhead projector (optional)

eight auto cutouts

Worksheet 32.

1

1 4
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PREPARATION

S

Have cimei-volunteers out eight photos of autos;from maga-
zine. They could paste these.on heavy paper so the cutouts
are edsier_ip handle. These Will be used in Activity/B.

PROCEDURE

ctivity A .
Remind the Children of the prdblem posed in Lesion 14: '.Can
we slow clown the cars somehow?, Let students suggest. some
Methods. These. might .Thnoludetakihg one battery out of the
car, uSing_ old batteries,
taping weights,to the car,
or taping"something to the,

,

car that wi$11 drag behind._
\ it. The team that-takes a

battery out will have to re-
'pla'c'e it a,,paper clip
to. close the circuit. .If the
w9ights on the car stop
completely, some should
be taken off4immediately
the motorswill,burn out. If
children have difficulty
inodifying their cars, ask questions- which will help them
solve the probleni themselves.

P

Ask. the class to predict how far they think the modifieci'cars
will go in.five 'seConds. You may want to remind them of the
speeds from the unniodified car races in pregious lessons.
Record a few of the predictions for later discussion.

Take the children to the racing area.- Have the, same teams
work with the -same,cars as in the previous .lessons.. They
should use the setup and procedures from Lesson 1.1. Each '
team runs its modified car in three trials , and each time re-
cords in feet and inches the position of the car at the five,-
seeond count. The recorder will- have to use a ruler, measur-.
ing from the nearest mark on the measuring string. Remind.
the children to change jobs after each trial. When the races
are done, gather up the equipment and rettirn.tor the classroom
to dismiss sthe reiults. (tell the recorders `to keep the data
to use in Activities' B and C.) . .;

1
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Dtaw 'four horizontaLnumber lines on the chalkboard to 'repre-
sent. the tracks of 'the. four teams. Mark eabh number ln,e In
.five-foot intervals. :Nit one tedn's name beside eicli

i
of the

lines. 'Have the children turn-to Worksheet 32 whre they
. - .'have recorded the greatest distance their car went-in the

unmodified five-second trials. One of the:meinbers of one
team should ape a car Cutout to their number line. Co that

. .the- front-dIthe car is at the'distance the car. traveled in the
unmodified raae.. Have this tea- tape a second car-at-the-:,
farthest distance their. car Went lir:0 modified trials.. This ,

. datum is provided by the recorder,. -Save the other teams re-. **,

,peat this process on their number. lines. When the record is
complete, the children can .dompare 'their jredictias,for-the.
modified cars With the results. (Have th,e children save
Worksheet 32s Whe next activity.)

.

. .

7

O

ai

-e.tS

1

Refer to the:number liries on the chal oard while the class
discusses the following quVion§:

LOOK AT THE FASTEST CAR. HOW MUCH FARTHER DID

IT GO IN THE FIRST ,RACE, THAN II' THE MODIFIED RACE?

W.LL THIS DIFFERENCE BE THE SAME FOR EACH OF THE

1. 0 v

. .,..

5
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QTHER CARS? .(No.) WHY? (The methods of slowing the
Are, 'different. Not all the`cars.went the same speed:

'in the first race. Also batteries wore down and marliing.
techniqj.ies diffeted.

".

'Let's compare. the speed of ono teamh car in the unmodified
race with the speed a that car in a modified race. Remember,
each car rari,for five secolid"s. ,kn which race did it go farther?
(The unmodified race.) In.which rate glid it go faster ?' (The

" . unmodifid race.) If ,we graphed an' unmodified .race'a-nd a
modifie;d:rac for each of the",-cars,',wilich graph,wtiuld have

as a .steeper slope? (The unm,odifiet.' If the dhildren c1-9 not
know whtCh would be steeper, ssle;not (ell them. whey 'graph

, the data-in the riexf-act tivity.)''
is

Activity C .

I J
.Have each ted,rn.aet together' and turn to Workslfeet 32,They,
will se?thatjhey have already recorded the farthest distance-4
that their car trave:led'in the Lihmodified five second race(
(in LesdOn .11) Now..have'each team record the fattp.'eit dis-
tance.tl*rcardiaveleds in. the modified races. The recorder
tells hi's t eam,this'information. Have the children graph the
two races. they'hame recorded.

cirkshiet 32
en l t.43

40

20

15

'.."

Name'

Q 1 2' 3 4 6 6

seconds

. Team

The 9114 of the Iina roF:tbe unipd It led .rae:

Is up per tive over,.

. The elope of the 1 ine 16c the isodff led race to

up per five over.
ri o a'

Nhich t ilAs the steeper slope?' Mctilf I'd
Unaod1f red

7

Farthest distance

'at 5noconde

Unmpdrf led .ft.

'eV e,

Mod 1f led ft.

5'

.

a v

Ask each teani to report whirl
graph has the steeper .slope,
that of the modified car or the
unmodified car?' The children
will see-that both graphs are
approximately etraight lines
and that the unmodified race
has the line Viit-tr the steeper
slope'. .'

.

Review ideas,'such as: the
car that travels the farthest
distance in five seconds is the
faster.car (the. unmodified car
Went faster); thre graph of the
faster car -has a'sfeeper slope;
the ,steeped' the slope, the
faster the speed; ,a graph of a
constant speed is a straight
line. save any batteries that
have worn out for Unit. 26.
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Lesson .16: THE MULTIPLICATION RELATION EVIDENT IN SLOPE

In this lesson/the children see that slope is re,lated to
tiplibation. They find that on a line with a slope that is an
integerf,1,(such as three per ,onel, forone move over, the
ber oerildves up from the origin increases by exactly the,
same number of squares,as the lope name (three in'this
example).

Since the multiplication relationship exists between the
slppe of a line and coordinates of pointson this line,-.a
graph of a straight line can be used as a kind of multipli-
cation machine.

MATERIALS
o

overhea projector (optional)

Workshee 33

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Using a' Chalkboard grid
or the overhead projector,

- draw line. AB with a: slope
of 'two per one through
the origin (0,0). Ask the
children to name the slope
of the line. then ask
someone how many units
we would g,o.,up to get
back to the line if we
move one unit over (right).
from the origin. (Two.)
You or a child should
sketch in these gloves
on the grid and label
them With the number of
units moved in each.
direction.

N9w ask how mdnrunits
we must go up if we move

8
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two units to the right frPm the origin. (Four.) "Trace these
moves. Continue moving one morn over (three over, four
over, etc.) and the necessary number of. units up untiFyour
grid looks like the diagram on the previous page.

AS!;. the children if they see a pattern in these moves.
they do not, trace the moves. as you say: "One over and two
up. Two over and four up. Three over and six up. Four
over and eight up, etc: --" Then ask the -children if-they see
a pattern in the number of moves up for each successive
move over. .(Each number of units up is tw.-o larger than the
previous number. Each-nuner o moves Over is one larger
than the previous ;lumber.) This p ttern is similar to the
technique the children used infindi different names for
thksame slope: two per one, four pe\two, six per three,
etc. f

Repeal. the procedure using a,line with the slope three per
one. -,-With this slope; the pattern is an increase.Of three
units up for each increase.* one unit oven three up per
one dver,, six up per two over, nine up per three over, etc.
The increase in units up is the same, as the slope name,
three (per pne).

ACtivity, B

Using a grid transparency or a chalkboard grid draw a line
Ab-pas.'sing, throligh the origin (0,0) with a slope of twoper
one. Ask the children to name ;the slope of the line-you

,drew. Someone should say the slope is two up per one over.
Review what this slope rnea It means fpr every unit over,

fe

we go up two units to 'return- o the line. In ACtivity Attie
chIldrewdemonstrated-graphically how, for example, a lthe.
with slOPe two per one increases by two units' up for an
increase of one unit over. Tell the children they cat, use a
graph as a,- multiplication machine, to help them find the pro-

, duct of multiplication problems. Ask if anyone knows)how
to.use a :graph to mulfiply.

Explain that a graph with th.slope two per one canhelp us
multiply by two. (Seediagram 'bnehext page.) Circle the 2

' ofthe slope name. If the children ask, you- may want to
explain the meaning Of the' fraction two per one. IThigfrac-
tion can be interpreted as .two ones, which for our purposes,
is the same as'two.

a' ^
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1 2 3 1 4 5 6 7 8 (-1-0--

x 2 = 6 9X-2=.18

Write 3 x"2"-Onr`tre."1:)i341-d. Ask the children if they know-the
produc.t-of 3 x 24 Find the 3 on- -the horizontal scale' and
demonstrate how to follow the grid lirie-for 3 up to line AB.
When you have located this point on-the, line, demonstrate
how to follow the grid line-from this point.over (left).to the
v rtica'l axis, which will produce the product, 6.-
Ask a chi to come tattle grid and multiply 9 x 2 using the
graph with s pe two ger one.

110
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Ask other children to-do more examples until all-children
understand how-to use the grph as a multiplication device.
Show them how this -multiplying technique is similar to what
they were doing in Activity, A. In the previous activity, the
children saw that with a grapIwith slope NO per one, the
increase.in number of units up is two when the increase in
units over is one: over one, up two,! over-two, .up four; ovef
three, -up six;..etc: is similar to multiplying by two: I x 2 =
2 x :2 = 4,, 3 x 6 , stcl

.(In the next lesson the children will complete several work-
sheets of multiplication problems using graphs of slopes one
per one ,through nine per one.)

Draw line PQ with slope three per one. Ask the children how
they can us this fine to multiply. .(TheY;can use it to multi-.
ply by three.) Have the-children turn to Worksheet 33 and
complete the proble4.'with your help and using the line PQ
you drew. Ask a child .to come to the overhead projector and
demonstrate how to multiply I x 3. Remind him to find the I

on the horizontal scale, which will be multiplied by 3, the
slope name. Have the other children enter the numerals I and
3 in the first two blanks .on the top row of the worksheet.'
Have the children .read thiS problem: " I (over) times 3 (slope
name)." The children should know the answer. to this problem
witho- ut using the graph,'but have the child at the overhead
projector demonstrate how to find the answer with-the- graph
anyhow.

Now ask:

IF I GO OVER TWO UNITS , HOW, MANY WOULD I GO UP
TO RETURN TO THE LINE? .THIS IS THE SAME AS MULTI-
PLYING 2 X 3.

NOw'have the-children enter 2 in the over line and 3 as'the
slope name on the worksheet. Ask for the answer and have
a child demonstrate how to find the arfgwer using the graph.

Go through the same procedure,for 3 over (3 x 3), 4 over
(4 x 3), 5 over (5 x 3), and 6,over (6 x 3).

A
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,
Da (*her examples with lines of different s-lopes until the
children understand how to use the graph to multiply. In

the next lesson-the children Will complete several workSheets
of filultiplication .prbblems graphs.

4

o

11 2
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Lesson 17: MULTil3LYING WITH .SLOPE
$

In this lesson the children use their multiplication machines
to find the answers to rniatiplicationiroblems on'several.
worksheets.

MATERIALS

Multiplication ,n-Lachine (in student manual)

Worksheets 34-41 .

'PROCEDURE

Activity A
t

In the back of this manual and the student manual there is 'a
two-page bpi-Clout "multiplication maohine." ThIS machine
is la graph of lines With slopes one per one through nine per
one. With"this Chart the children can multiply any combina-
tion of numbers up to 9'.x 10. `"

::14

The grid units onAis chart-are rectangles rather than,squares.
For the purpose of *multiplying it makes no difference what
'size or shape the grid units are. If the children notice this
and wonder about-it, explain that- theshape-is.not important'
here,::You should 'Say "units" and not:IsquareS.21: _

. Review the proced-ure for using thisCh4t: If a ariircl-Warffe-
to multiply 9. x 7, he uses the slope seven (per one) line. .Se
finds 9 on the horizontal axis, follows the grid ling.up to the
slope seven (per one) line and thenfollows the'vertibargrid"
line over '(left) tQ thevertical axis. The number there will-
give him thy] product'; 63.-

E.

_Rave the children, complete Worksheets 34 through 40 using
this chart. You may writ to work one, problem from each
worksheet to get the children started, but they spould com-

4 plete the worksheets independently during class.' _check the
children's work from time to time to make sure they are using
the multiplication machine correctly. (Worksheet 4I is op-
tonal and goes with Activity B.)

c.
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Woikibeet 34 -

4,'Unli 25 Name

-Look,at your multtplreattop machine:

Using a line with slope 1hrtii-15442.-0)72, you can

siUltiply by 3. -

Use your-multiplication machine to work.4these

00blems:

9x3= 447 6 m 3 = '1g

c241 7 x 3 =

Using a line with slope1
'

you
.
can multiply by 9"

1. ..

7.,v2 =

9 x 2 =

4 x 2 .c?

8 x 2 =

10 x.2 =

.0 x 2 =

Worksheet 36 NAiDe

.4 Unit 25

Witte the answer Sot* each problem.

Fich answer names a dot.

Begin At 0 ambronnert the dots In numerical order.

2 x 3 = -t

. Worksheet 35 -

Unit 25 Naise

. . .

Look-at then! problems: 4 x 6,

.7.x 6,

9x 6,

3 x 6.

E.

To fIncl..t4e products of these problems you should

use the line with the slopef241)1/16%,. This
..

will help you multiply by JeVA

Use your multIplicatiOn machine to do the problems
below.

4 ; 6 = 02i x 6 =

-7-x:6= .0: 5 x-6

9 ,x 6 = x 6 =

3 x 15 8 x 6 =

ti

sa,

Worksheet 37

Unit 25. , Name

Uae your mOttplicatIon
'machine to work these
problems.

0 x 7

6 x 7 = 8 x 7 stfit.i,

2 x 7 = / 9 x 7 =

'11
rp

1.



sorksheer 38 Name
Cul t 25

-

e your multiplication smchtne to work theseprobleks::

Norkoheet 39
Unit 25

Nork the problems.

'Name

ailor the pattern using this code:

42 = blue

27 = yellow

36 = green

24 = red

Worksheet 41 Nimes

Use your mut t ipl teat lonsiadhine-Ap solve these problems.

r
10 x3= M

7 x 5 =35 ^

8 x 8 =

9 x 9 =

3 x 9= 11

a0

5'* a
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Activity -13 (Optional)

In this activity yoti demonstrate how to multiply by mined
numbers using the multiplication machine.
involving fractions is usually notintroduced in third grade,
but is provided here for those children who show special

. interest and ability in -mathematics.

The multiplication machine-8-611-be-U-Sectto-Multiply-a-w, hole
number by a mixed number. in the- same way it is used to.
intiltiply'tw&whole numbers., (See the diagram Orrthenext
page.)

... . ,
'For a problem such as 7f x 2, you use the line with slope two
per on.' Find 7.i on the horizontal axis of the grid. Follow ,.
the 7i position.up. to the slope two per one line. Then follow
the grid line over (left) to the vertical axis to find the pro-
duct, 15.

'Iviultiplying.tmixed numbers is a little more difficult with :the
machine because often there are no grid lineS t6 follow for .-

the halves. 'Show_the children. how -to use a' ruler to find the
position of, say-, 5f on the slope three per one linel

..*Some multiplication .prOblems involving mixednuenibers result
irra product which y also_a mixed number. An example is 4

5i 4 3. The procedure for finding' the product it--the: same as
for multiPlying.whole-nUmbers. -.Locate 51 on the horizontal
scale. Follow the 5i poSition up to the slope three per, one
line. (This point is bettnieen two.grid lines,) Follow tills
point over (left) to the horizontal axis. ,The pOsition on the
horizontal axis is -between 16 and 17; the product is 16f.

Worksheet 41 ,is an optional workSheet- for those children who .
would benefit from an introduction to multiplying mixed num-
bers, It includes only two problems whose products are,.not
whole humbers . - .

I! Sts
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Multiplying by Mixed Numbers

49

.49

47

46.

45
s .44

a.1

41

4S

40

39-

)9

36.

35

34

33

3:

.2^)

29

.7

26

9 23

22

20

$9

8

54

s

2

7

6

5

4'

2
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Activity C (Optional).
, . In Ihis'activity the children learn how to use the "multiplica-

tion rhacfline".to work division problemd. You may want to
try a few divisthn problems-with the _whole class'or with just.
thbse children who are ready for diviSion. You may choose
to use this activity 'some-time later in the school
Encourage"_ the children to save the-multiplicatiOn,charts to
use all year long. : (-

20j 2

a.

37

1. 36'

35

34

33

32

3t

30

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

'21

C
19

Ie

17

16_

Is
14

13.

12

10

9

7

6

S

4

3

2

0

Using the lines of different slOpes, tile. children ca' -divide-divide
. f.,;

any number .on the vertical .axis by any slope..name and find:-
the answer on the horizon'tal.axid. The procedure is just the
opposite of tfiat_usecl.for multiplication. 'CliOoSe problems
with answers that'are.whoienumbers or mixed numbers involv-
ing or -half. The diagram belOwillpstrates how to find the

.. . . ..

quotientof. 0 + 2. .
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Lesson 18: CIRCULAR -MOTION

...
The children race theirears on a circular track for one

, :.,..
revo-

Ilition. They are asked' to determine whether the car goes '
faster when-it is modified or unmodified.. Since one rtvolu-
iion .is t-a fixed distance, the children must record the time
'duration of one revolution to determine in which trial the car,
.went taster. The time is the variable in this race in contrast
to previous lessons W.:which-time was constant (five seconds)
arid. -the clistane'e varied.

MATERIALS

for each group --

racing space.

car (and' equpMentto modify car)

2 two- iricl% paper clips,
- 28-inch string.

mas king tape

pendulum

Worksheets 42 art.:3,43

PREPARATION

.
Bend 'one end of a two -inch 'Paper clip so that it is .perpendic=
ular to the rest of. the .clip. Tie a loop in one end of the string.
Tie br tape the .other end of the string to the side of the car as
shown and tape it toward the' front of the car when you tape
down the,batteries. Tape the'Paper clip firmly to-the floor and
s lip the loop end ,Of the string over the extended,end.of the
paper clip. The string must be 24 inclieS from the car to the
clip.

iOt
1

;
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'PROCEDURE

-

..

t,

.,;

t

*

Tell the children that they are going, to experiMptit with.rir-
cular motion.. Explain what' is meant, by a:cirbularmotiOn
race. The other races have.,been Leer -.the cars and the
children ran in, a, straight line, starting at,one,place.and
ending at another.- In this race the car*Will travel in a circle,
and will end up in the same place it started.: txplain that
the teams willtrun their races on a .circular track.

.
Show the children the explaining hOw tiotape the
paper Clip tp the flpbr andaloOPthe string. over theo-lip. In
this race there will .be a timer, 'starter; recorder and one
judge. (The children will have to take turris aolrca,the. jobsI .

, . .
flvhas\ize -how this race differs from pr,avioti races., The .car

wills rim:for .afixed distante.,.gne'riybidtton o£: the track i( 1 21
feet). .The judge wl,ki,racoid.the'nuinber of courite(§econds)
it takes the car to travel orie raVolution.."Th judge must
listen,clOsely.to the tinier..and note' at what;cAtint the front
of the car returns to the ,starting line. He tells the recorder

. this datum..
t

.4.

4,

0
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orksbeet 42
nit 25"

Circular Motion Record gheot

thy:actin ed WheelvStraight

Trial I

iris! 2

seconds

seconds

litusod I f I sd wheels Turned In or Out ,:vrc

Trial I

Trial 2

seconds

seconds

441fied *heels /St ra

secondsTrial I

Trial 2 seconds

e,

Worksheet,42 is the record
sheet....,The'recorcier should
bling°.theNoi.ksheet to the
racing area. Each team runs

. three races, two trials of each
race.. The first race is with
an unmodified car with its r

. wheels straight. The second
race is t_e unmodified car wittr,_"
the W,heels turned either in of.
out. :1-lavd two teams do it one
way and tvo3teams dp the
othei-; Make sure each recorder
indidates ,on.the recordsheet

:,Whether the race was. done' with'.
the wheels in orbut. The third
raceeis with :a modified car with
straight 'wheels. This Infonna-.

*tion,,is on tpew,orkeeeN Before
goinglotlie racing area show t.

the Children how to turn tpe
wheels on the'car. If th wheels
`of yoF car cannot be turned.,
oroit,this race.

Before the children run the races you should discus's the first
two points below. When the children return from the races,
again digcuss'theitst two points 'and also the third.

.,
.

\

I I. blow long will it (did,it),Iake for the unmodified to go
around the track once? When the ca is modified holm
Jong will it (did. it).-taker Ili order to determine the speed..-.

- Of the cars, the children wilrhave'to find a way to islter-'.
- 'mine how long it takes the car to make one revolution.

4
Lead them'to see that this is. done by constructing a
starting line, starting the car at that. point, an a noting".

s: at what count the front of the car,reaches the starting
. line after going one revcilution

. t
1

2. What happens to the car when the wheels are turned in
.

.

toward,the center? ,What happens when they are turned
out away from -01e 'center? When they are straight ?.

,*Does the speed change? What reasons can you think of -.,

tie

cs
. t-

P
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ti

for what yoti have observed? If the V.sels on yOur cars.
>do not turn you can eliminate this discussion or let the p.
children speculate about What might, have happened.

3. If we plot the data Tor the two races with the wheelS
straight, Which-graphwould have a steeper slope, the.
one for''the modified race'or for'the unmodified race's

4,Th,p car went the same distanCe (one revolution equals
124 feet) each time.' '

Have the children test faheir dibtions by graphfrig the data
for the races (straight wheels ) n*orksheet-43.

r.

Worksheet 43 Name
. Unit 25

Circular Motion

Umalified and unmodified cap with wheels itraight101

distance of or: revolution = 12
2
1 feet

13 MEENEEEN1E MI MI
12 IN PM MEMENIMMEMM

1111A1111111111111111111m mum NUMENNUMMINEMMERM
MWEROMEMUMMUMENNOSOMMEMME
MMUMMEMINIMEMOMMIOMMOMMINM
WINNWESMOMMOMMODTAMMEMMEMM
MMEMEMMIMMEENMEMMOOMMEMMME
MERMEMEMOMMENOMMEMEMMMEMEN
EMMEMMOMMUMMEMEMMEMOMMEME
MEMMEMMEMOMPOMMOMMEMOMMEME
mormSemumisammummimmumwirmemmumemommimummam
immimmummommmilimmommmmmummomormimmommimmAmmommommommummummomm

IMMUIMOMMEMOMMEMMEMMENEMER
MONOMMUMMOMMINIMMEMEMINIMME
MOMEMMEMMEMEMEMEMMEMMUMMEM
MEMOMMUMMIIMMEMMEMMEMMMIUMM
WIMIMMEMMEMMEMMEMMEMMEMMEM
MENEHMOMMEMOMMENEMOMOMMEMM
allfilIMMUMMEMEMMUMEMMESEMMEM
IIIIMMOMMERMSEMEMMEMMIPMME
sgpsummmmommommormissmmommMI= SIUSICI4 5 6
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Lesson 19: PREDICTING RACE RESULTS.

In this lesson the children their racing experiens to
help them solve prediction problems. In pre4ious linear
races' the children measured how many feet they or the car
went in a fixed amount of time. Now they will be asked to
examine the data of prdvious races (especially the data of
the unmodified car with multiple timing), and predict ,how

- long it will take a car to travel- a fixed distance, 25 feet.
Some children might realize that, if their car went 15, feet in

'five seconds, it should.go '25 feet in about eight seco_nds
(since it traveled at a rate of three feet per second.- From
the children's predictions and the discussion of results,, you
should be able...to evaluate what the children have learned
about the relation between distance, time and speed.

MATERIALS'

for each team..

racing space

der

measuring string

guide' string

masking-tape

pbndulurn :

recording sheet

Worksheet 44,.

PROCEDURE

a

Discuss with the children the idea that one way pf determining
the steed of the car is to rajsp4t for' a fixed amount of time as<
they have done in-previouelessons.. Ask them' how they knew
which car went fastest. Answers include: the one that went
the farthest; the pine that had the graph with the steepest slope.

Now ask the childrext howstfiey would determine the fastest car
if they raced each car.for 25 feet a fixed distance rather
than afixed time. Give the example of runnerl§ racing to a

4

2,



C.

finishing line (a fixed distance). The children should know
from experience that whoever got to the line first (in the-
shortest time duration) ran the fastest.

worksheet 44
Unit 25

Name-

'

Team: distance eraveled

multiple timed
race with
unmodified car

1 sec 2 s^c 3 sec 4 sec 5 sec
'

trial

I predif1t that the car will tyke

to co 25 feet.

seconds

Review the jobs of team
members. In this race,
the judge will,sit by the
25-foot mark, and take

a. note of the count when
the car reaches that mark.
The recorder enters the
number of seconds for
each trial on his record

Have each team sit together.
The children should turn to
Worksheet 44 intheir student
manuals: Ask them to look
at the data for the multiple-
timed unmodified race which
is recorded there. Can they
use this data to predict how
long it would take their car
fo travel 25 feet? (If any
car went 25 feet in five sec-`
onds in previous lessons,
you may want to change the
distance.), Do not tell the
children how to predict, but
,allow them plenty of time to
discuss the problem. Have
each child record his predic-
tion on the worksheet.

Time duration for a
25-foot distance

Trial 1 seconds
. ,

Trial 2 seconds

Trial 3

..... ,

seconds

12;5
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I12

sheet. Have,each recorder make a record sheet like the one
-on the previous page. Hare the teams' set up the equipment
and run three 25-foot trials.

When the races are finished, have the children compare their,
predictions with the results. Ask those children who predicted
most accurately to tell the class how they went about making
their predictions.- Lead the children to see the relatidnship
between how fax a car traveled in five seconds and how long
it took a car to go 25 feet.. If some team correctly predicted
a time.dutation according to the data, but the results did not
bear out .the prediction, ask them what might have,happened.,
(The timing,. starting or judging prbcedures might not have been
aacurate,t the car batteries May have worn down since the pre-
vious race,. etc.) Encourage the children to make other pre-:
dictions such as how long the car would take to go 30, 40 or
50 feet. -

rs

12i3
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SEC :ION 3 M U LtIPtIC-ATION
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PURPOSE

To review repeated addition and arrays as embodiments of
multiplication.

- To introduce the relationship of Cartesian products to
multiplication.

To prOvide practice with the multiplication facts in game
situations.

COMMENTARY

The last section of this unit reviews and introduces embodi-
ments of multiplication, other than slope. In Sections I and
2 the children studied motion, and then the multiplication
relation evident in a constant speed represented by a straight

., line-on-a-graph7I-n-this section the-children-will-study mul-
tiplication relations evident in repeated addition; arrays and

'Cartesian products: Games are Kovided to giVe practice with
the multiplication facts.

1 15
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Lesson 21 reviews arrays
and how repeated additiqn
can'be illustrated by,a,n
array of a certain number
of Sets each with the same'
number of members. For
example, 3 6 can be found
by .adding 6 + 6 + 6 and can
be illustrated by drawing
an array with three rows and
six 'objects in each row.

1

. rr

In Lesson 20 the childre4
review repeated addition
as it relates to multipli-
cation. Tile children print
"trees" /With potatoes and
tempera paint. Each tree 1/
has-five branches, illus
trating how repeated addi
tion of fives is similar to
multiplication by, five.

'Worksheets and folding
'number lines illustrate the
similarity of repeated ad-
dition and multiplidation.

12D



In Lesson' 22 the, children learn some bard games that review
/repeated additibn, use arrays and alSo give practice with
multiplication facts. The children.should play these games
as much as possible..

.Lesson 23introduces the Cartesian. product as the set of all
ordered pairs that can be made Initpairing every member of
one set with every member of anothe?set. Cartesian products
are related to Multiplicatioh in that the total number of mem-
bers in.the Cartesian product of two sets is the same- as'Athe
product of the number of members in the first set and the num-
ber of members in the second set. Worksheets illustrate
situations where finding a Cartesian prOduct is desirable..
The children will work more extensively .iith arrays and Car-
tesian products in-Unit 27. .

Lesson 24introduces dice games that provide more practice
with multiplication facts. The ,a ice games (and the'card
games) shoUld be played 'often because they provide a fun way
for the Children to learn the, multiplication facts.

This-section of the unit is intended to ,show the children em-
bodiments of multiplication other than slope: repeated addi-
tion,,arrays and Cartesian proplucts. The children should see
hdw these embodiments are similar to the multiplication
tion evident'in slope, and that there.are many .methods Of
finding the product of' a multiplication sentence: a line with
a certain slope on a graph, repeated addition, drawing arrays,
etc. The children will realize that it is much easier to mem-

orize the lz)sic multiplication factS rather than drawing an, 4array or adding repeatedly; but they should 'be aware of these
deviCes and their value in finding the product of a multiplica-
tion fact that has been forgdtten. The games provide an ex--
cellent opportunity for the children to memorize the single-
digit multiplication facts.

.
0. ::: * I t

.. 40 0_
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Lesson 20: REPEATED ADDITION,

This lesson reviews tlie idea that multiplicatiob is much lie .
repeated addition. The class prints trees with five branche
and fills out a,repeated addition-multiplication chart, making,

. a new entry as each'new tree is printed. ,Worksheets rein-
force the relation between repeated addition sentences and-
multiplication sentences... Then the children use the printed
trees to fill Out a parallel number line 'chart.

MATERIALS

- potato
- knife
-' thick.tempera paint

- scrap paper\
sheet of paper at least 2/feet long

masking tape

felt tip pen

- Worksheets 45-47

PREPARATION

',Cut a potato in half, .Cut a "tree" with five, branches in one
half of the potato as shown. The potato will be easy to, hold
if you cut two gtooves in the back for a handle.

6

Tape a strip of paper about two feet long to the chalkboard,
and next to it draw a chart like the one on the next page.

I 3
118
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of Branches on Eadb, Tree.
.... n

Number
of trees Total number of branches

Multiplication'.
sentence . .
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.
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PROCEDURE

Activity A
/

Gather the children in frontt ofthe chalkbOard. Using a piece
of scrap paper taped to the chalkboard, show them how to -

print with the five-branch potato by dipping it inthe.'paint,
placing it on the paper, pressing ,hard, and-carefully lifting

Explain that the class is going to print five-branch tree's, and
write in "5" at the top of.the chart. Pointing tothe> zero in '*.!
the number of trees column, askthe childrenhow many branches
there are on zerp trees on the strip of paper. Put a zero in" tie
number of branches column on the chart. In the column for the
multiplication sentence, write the numerals "in the appropriate

$ boxes: 0 x 5 = 0. Discuss the meaning of the multiplication
sentence..

411

Now have a child print the five-branch potato at the left end
ofthe paper strip,. An4her child should nurnber each branch
and number the tree using a felt tip pen.

1

re"

0
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Have the children help you fill in the row on the chart for one
tree. They can look at the potato print for information.

4, Ask a child to. print a second fiVe-brandh tree next -'to the first,
tree.. A child should number these branches consecutively,
and number the tree. Pill in the chart for two trees. Rerriind-
the class that 5 + 5 = 10 is_a repeated adaitior sentence;
Folic*/ this prodedure-discussing the'addition ;and, multiplida-
don' sentences each time, until the 'children Have printed IV
trees ., Label- the toped the tree strip "total number of branches, "
and the bottom "number of trees."

The completed chart will 'look like,this.

.
NUmber.of Trees ,

Number of Branches on Each. Tree'',...
TOtainvmber of branches '

0
-o

0x5=0

I 5
- 1)6=5

2 5+5 '2x5= lg.'

3
)

. 5+5+5 . 3x5=;15

4
,

5+5+5+5 '- -, 4x5=20

5

, .

5+5+5+5+5 ' 5x5=25

6
.

'5+5+5+5+5+5 , .6x5=30

7 5+5+5+5+5+5+5 7x5 =35

8 5+5+5+51+5+5+51-5 8x5=40

9 5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 . 9x5=45 .

10 5+5+5+5+5+5+5+5+5+5 10x5 =50

Multiplication
Sentence

ww.
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-Rave.the children turn .to Worksheet 45. This worksheet
presents sets of trees with a different number of branches
on the trees in each set. The children are asked to give
the number of branches on each tree, the number of 'trees ,
and the multiplication sentence that the trees represent.'
Work The fipt problem with the children/,' then let them com-
plete the worksheet individually. They can then go,on to
Worksheet 46. Thsecbnd problem on.this page has -nod'
trees in ;he,box. This. is an instance ,of multiplying by zerck.
If the children are puzzled, the'class may want to'discuss
this p-roble.

5

worksheet 45
Unit -25

Name

Ily V V
v

c

lir 1r 1r 1r 11V NV9

5'. 7 Sb, ,
-1-; # sY,

12.2

liorksheet -46 4 .Name
Unit 25

VI,
`FYI,

5 111747 Jr 1.3 I, tee.

c Mtran.-M, tle..241Oot

11P

\V 11#72...110.11,,LCON .1 Sr ). I

:I...4k .614...1.'/,

Ll'4141re 'Vet.1.0 tpl
e 4%eq74.1

p_117e1 eteenrew, oo eer77

NV'

et 17 tee
10t31141044.7

r

.14 el ..1741:41 7 .1479_,_,_ 11. ..t. 4, Vl

1,4 A.1/4 VI, 1,4.44 t tot
/ /.09bV ' /O / f
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Activity B
4 t

Put the chart of printed fiiY4)-brariolitrees in a place where
the children can see'it. Draw parallel number lineson the
chalkboard and label the bottom number line "Wimber of
trees. " This ,,line should be labeled. 0-10 at rather wide in-
tervals. The top line should be labeled . "NUmber ofbranches.'

Amber of Branches.

t1 "1

r
-1 1 1 1 1

3 4 5 :6 0 ,7' , 8 9 . 10
Number of Trees

Ask the children to help you fill in the top number line. Fot
zero trees , there are 'zera branches. Foi one tree, there are
five branches . Put a five en the top number fine above the
one on the bottom nurfiker line. You may,want tb,-draw slashes
for each of the branches' between zero and five. Continue'
filling in the top number line with the children. When the
tenth set of branches has been filled :in, ask the children if
the.chart could be extended. -.

.;
IF THERE WERE, ELEVEN TREES; HOW MANY BRANCHES
WOULD'THERE BE? (55.)

The completed number lines will look like this:

Number of Brariches

0 5 '10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

111111111111111111111111111111111ArliiilliiiiliFi1l'

I . I I I I ` i 1' 1 .1 1 . I

0 H , 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ,9 10

NuMber of Trees , I, 4-

, ,. 4%

...Discuss with-he children the fact that we can use repeated
, addition to multipl$' and that this can be4snWn with 'parallel

number lines'. 1Wheruc*riparing this method, to using the muI-
. tiplication chart, the childfen should find that repeated addi-

. - tionls rather slow. , .. .. .

.LOU
't
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Have the children turn. to
.

Worksheet 47 and cut outo
thy: i.tree diagrams along the
do lt. e'd

,
lines. Ask them to

look at 'the diagram-,:with°-- ;

three branches'orl'each tree,
The trunkt ard',nurnbere.41'...
consecutively along the , '".
bottom number

.

the branches: are numbered
conssecutiyely along'the
top numiii line. Show the '.

children hoW -fold back
the papetalOng Ai* top num
ber line as' siown.
,

r

Nuhibe of branches
12 1 S 18 1 24 27 30 33 36

0

first
fold

Then show them hoW to bring the top number line down to the
bttcanTmber line. Have them crease the paper to make it
easier t handle.

1'

44



second
fold

4

A

Number of branches
. ,

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 '27 30 33 36
7 ip //Jr Ili /p. ii ii i1/ielclf

.1 2 5" 6 8 10 11 12
Number of trees

Now only the tips of the branche9 and the bottoms of thee
trunks .show along one number line. It is easy to see that

, on three trees there are nine branches, on ten/trees there
are 30 branches, etc.

Have the children cut and fold the eight-branch 'tree diagram.
Discuss it with the class, and let them use it to find the
number of. branches on various numbers of trees.

0
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, Lessort.21: REVIEWING ARRAYS

..."*.

One method-of finding, the product of two re,al.numbers is by
interpreting multiplication as repeated addition. For example,
3 4 aandoe found by adding 4 + 4 + 4. Repeated addition
can be thought of as the ccimbinatiory of equivalent sets (in
this example, combining three sets with four members each).
When multiplicatiok is thought of in this way, it, can be giveri
a simple physical representation by building an array.

The children were introduced to arrays in Unit 17, Introducing
Multiplication and Division: This ,lesson reviews the arrays
as one multiplication algorithm. This review will prepare the
children for the extensiVe.use of arrays in Unit 27, Numbers

"and Their Properties.

mfit LSr

- 20, counterE/for.each child (toothpicks, bits of paper, golf
tees, etc.)

Worksheets 48--52

PROCEDURE
4

Activity A

Have the children turn to Worksheet 48. Read the worksheet
with them and have each child build an array with his counters
so that he gets the physical experience of building an array.
Discuss any of the questions that. the children haye trouble
with. Stress the fact 'that in an array, each row h\a,s the same
number of objects. When`the children have finished,the work-
sheet, put a simple array on the chalkboard. Have the chil-
dren determine the number of dots in 6'ach row, and the num-
ber of dots in the whole array. Then have them do Work-
sheet 49.



a

worksheet 48
tn I t. 25

Name

This is an array. Arrays have rows.

This is a row.

This is a row.

Tula is a row.

RC'A to across.

In this array, there are 3 rows.

Make a different array with your counters..

In my array, there are rows.

worksheet 49
Init 25

Name

These are arrays. Fill in the blanks.

,

A,t
A

avies isoRIP
olVes asINAB
soRes Viaigmalp via.
44, mpRs,
a, qpwi

glagi

4. rowsow ..5" rows ...7.__ rows
=objects in a. objects in __-_....objects In

each row each row each row

4

II, OSO , 11 11 11

0 0 t 1St

0 OS OS 0

lit)fiti t 0 ft

i rows
I '

/ row,

il il 11 11

3 rows
objects in In * objects in
each row

&objects
each row each row

Worksheet 48 Wont.)
Unit 25

V

In this'array, each row has some objects in 9t.

Row 1 hes 44 dots.

Row 2 has dots.

Row 3 has, 4 dots.

Does each row have the same number of objects in it?

No

In the array above, there are 3 rows with dots
In each row.

There are 11 dote in all.

In my array, there are rows with objects
In each row.

There are objects in all.

a

140
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'Activity B

\Put the multiplicatidn problem
5 4 on the board. Ask the
chi Oren if they could make an
array to find the product of
these two numbers. Explain
that the first number of the
problem represents the number
of rows in the array and that
the second number of the prob-
lem represents the number of
objects in each row. As
dren suggest arrays, put them
on the chalkbdard and ask a
child to find the number of ob-
jects in all. He may do this ,

by counting each dot. Suggest
that thete is a faster way.
Since there are the same num-
ber of objects in each row, we
could, use repeated addition to
find the product,



rf

Write the repeated addition sentence next to the correct array.
Your work should look like this:

-0

4 + 4 :I- 4 + 4 + 4 = 20
0,

Put a new array on the chalkboard and have the class give you
the multiplication sentence that describes it. Remind theth
that the first number in the sentence describes the number Of
rows and the second number describes the number of objects
in each row. Have the children complete Worksheets 50 and
51. You may want to help them with the first problem on each

. worksheet.

Worksheet 50
Unit, 25

Nasty

We can use-array. to show multiplication sentences.
Write a multiplication sentence to describe each
array. .

3 - .3 - 1 *

SO 00

aioe
.

- 5 . .za
rows numbs In number Taws nuabor In numb

e.41,row ; in all roch row In .11

IC

IC
2'

If . 2. . /.1.. ,, t, . Id
so.., n.mber In

ach tin.
lumber
In all

TOWS numb.! Il
en Toy

number
In dl

'7

2. r
tenvf

r.5 /0 4 x / - __k_.
numbetnuinter 0 filktnbet (Ova MANI/ In

40 /Ow In all gads sow An Oil

141
128

Worksheet 51
Unit 25

Name-

Draw an array in each box.
Remember: The first number is for ibws, the second

number ie for the number in each row.

4 x 2 =

f 4

-

8 6 x 3 = 18

a

.

2 x 5 = 10

..

3 X 4 = .12 7 X I . 7 3 x 5 '= 15.

* 4 e
0 4 0 4 4



Activity C

Put a simple multiplication sentence, for example, 3 x 2, on
the board. Explain to the children that instead of using the
x for a times sign; it is often better to use a dot. Erase the
x from your problem and replace it with a dot, 3 2. Tell
them that from now on, they will beusing a dot instead of ar
x in multiplication sentences,

Read through WOrksheet. 52 with the class. The children should
ditcover that they can find the product of the two numbers by
drawing arrays, though they will find that this is a slower method
than using, their multiplication machines.

. Worksheet 52 Name
Unit 25

MUltiply. Draw arrays only it you need to:

i'. 4 =
..

421 9 3 = 2 7

6 8 = 0 7 ,5 = '3,5 m.-

4 6 = All' 8 3 = 0.17

142
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Lesson 22: MULTIPLICATION CARD GAMES

In this lesson the children will learn several card games Vpat
provide practice with repeated addition, arrays and multipli-
cation. The card games are played with special cards that
are included in the back of the student manual and teacher
manual. Each child will have his own five decks in case he
wants to take some home. Each 'desk has'a distinguishing
mark in'the lower right corner ,so- that the decks can be sorted
if they get mixed up. Each deck consists of 30, cards with
repeated addition sentences, multiplication sentences and
arrays that match. The children will.learn the games in 'thi
lesson, and then should play as often as possible to provide
practice with multiplication facts.

MATERIALS

for each team --

1 deck of cards

- pencil and paper

- space to play (table, floor, or desks)

-- for eabh child --

- 5 decks of cards (provided in student manual)

- 5 rubber bands

. envelope

PREPARATION'

re class begins cut up the five dedks of cards in this
m al and the five decks from one student manual. It will
save time to cut these on the paper cutter. Ten decks of
cards will be enough for this lesson. The other, children
can cut up their cards during free time or at home. The chil-
dren should put a rubber band around each deck and keep the
five decks in an envelope.. The children may "want tcPput

' their initials on the back of their own cards. Your five decks

1 4 3

r. -



and at least five other Ocks should remain in the.classroom.
Each child may want to take a couple of his own decks home:

PROCEDURE

These games involve matching multiplication cards with the
correct repeated addition and array cards. For example, in
the deck marked with triangles, there is.a 5 6 Multi-plica-
tion card. The atching repeated addition card has on it:
6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + . The matching array card has an. array of
dots with fiv rows and six dots in each row. In each deck,
there is a bonus card that matches a multiplication card in
place of the repeated addition card. These bonus cards are
for multiplication cards that involve one times some number.
For example, there is no repeated addition sentence for

1 7. Therefore the bonus card repeats the multiplication
card and is to be used in place of the repeated addition card.

. The mathematical reason for this is that there are no repeated
addition sentences that illustrate multiplicatiodby:zero Apr
one.

A

Introduce the.-games in any way
teach one game at a time to the
want to start different teams on
the children teach each other.

Multiplication Rummy

you wish. You may want.to
entire class, or you may
different games and then let

Two, .three or .four children play,this game with one deck of
cards. Each player is dealt five cards. The rest of the deck
is turned face down.and used as a draw pile. The dealer
turns the top card face up to start the discard pile. The ob-
ject of the game is to be the first player. to get rid of all his
cards by laying down matching pairs and triples (of multipli-
cation, repeated addition and array cards).

The player to the left of the dealer begins the game by draw-
ing a card ffom either the draiN pile or the discard pile. He
lays down ifc/ce 'up in front of him) any pairs or he
can make, and discards one card. The nex' player draws-a
card from either pile, lays down any pairs or triplea, and
diards one card. If any.player has the third card to a pair

14-.1 131 .



some other player has put down, the player with tifethird
card puts.it down (face up) by his own cards.1 He can do
this only during his tui-n.

If any player thinks another player has not Matched the cards
properly, he should challenge that player at the time the pair
or triple is placed on the table. The child who matched the
cards must explain why he thinks he is right. If he is wrong,
he picks them up and loses his turn.'

When the .draw pile is gone, the dealer shuffles the discard
pile sand makes it a draw pile. He turns over one card to
start the new discard pile, The first child to'lay down all
'his cards Cs-the winner. It does not matter how many cards
the winner has matched, but only that he got rid of all his
cards first.

Multiplication Match

Three children play this-game. The dealer deals out all
'cards from one deck. The 'Children arrange their cards face
up on the table in front of them so that all players can see
all cards. The object of the game is to be the first player
to match up (in pairs or triples) all his cards.

To begin the game, each child finds all the pairs or triples
in the cards he has been dealt. He stacks each pair or, tri-
ple in front.of him face up so that one card from each thatch
shows. Each child should keep his matched cards separated
from his unmatched cards, but all cards should be kept in
view. When the children Have made as many pairs and tri-
ples as they can find, the dealer begins playing by drawing
one 'unmatched card froth.the player on his left and putting
it with his own cards.- Since the object of the game is to
match up all unmatched cards, he should pick a card that
will either make a pair with one of his unmatched cards or
,a triple with one of hii4thatched pairs. If he finds a match-
ing card, he stacks the pair facup or, if it is'the third
card, puts it, face up with The matched pair.

The children continue drawing one card, always ftom the
player on the left, until one child has matched all his cards

143
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in pairS or triples. Since each child must draw a card each
turn, he should always try to draw one that can either be
pairedlkith one he has or matched as the third card to a pair
he'already has. The Children will be able to see every play-.,
er's cards and will know which ones theywant. Since they
can only draw from the person on the, left, sometimes they
may have to wait several rounds to get the .card .they need.
The first child to match all his cards in pairs or triples is
the winner. It does not Matter how many pairs or triples he
m:atched, only that he haq no unmatched cards left.

Keep the Card

Three, five or six children can vlay this game. All cards are
face down in one pile in the middle of the table. The:object
of this game is to get the most cards.

One child, begins by' drawing the top card frorrethe"pile. He
examines the card, shows it to the other. players and then "t
gives either 1) the product if he drew a multiplication card, t
2) the sum if he skew a repeated' addition card, or 3) the niul-
tiplication sentence for an array if he drew an array card. If *
necessary, the children can use paper and pencil, counters,
multiplication machine, etc, to help figure out the answers,
but the children may want to set a time limit on how long each
player gets to figure out his answer.

The players carichallenge any answer they think is wrong.
The challenger must say, "I think you are wrong. The correct
answer'is " When an answer is challenged both the.
player and challenger must try to prove his own answer by
drawing an array, writing a repeated addition sentence, or
using the'multiPlication machihe. If the player's answer was
correct, he keeps the card. If the challenger was right, he
gets the card. If both the challenger' and player were wrong,
the card goes. back into the deck on the bottom of the pile.

The next player draws a card, examines it, shows it to the
other players and gives the correct answer. Again, his an-
swer can be challenged. <If he gave the correct response,
he keeps the card. Then it is the next player's turn. The..
game continues in this way until there are no more cards

:C3
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left. Then each player counts up his cards. The winner is
,the. layer with the most cards, indicating he gave the most
correct responses.

In case of a tie, each playet involved in the tie tries to match
his cards into pairs and triples. Each player gets two .points
for each pair and three points for each trade. The child with
the most points, wins the tie. This method of breaking etie
depends mostly on luck rather than skill, so you may just

;want to ha.re a game .end as a tie.
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LesSon 23: CARTESIAN PRODUCTS'.

A Cartesian product is the set of allbrdered pairs -0-at can
be made by combiriLng every member of one set with'every
Member of another set. Cartesian products areielated to
multiplication in that the total number of members in the .Car--
tesian product of two sets is. the same as the number of mem-
bers in the first set times the numberwof members in the sect'
and

In this lesson the children work with two simple situations
Ih which finding the Cartesian product is desirable. Though
this process is discussed, you need not introduce the term
at this time. This lesson prepares the children for work with
Cartesian products in Unit 27.

MATERIALS

- crayons
- Worksh,eets 53 -5'S

PROCEDURE

Worksheet 53

7Tnit 25

Name

Grandma Larsen has good things to eat at iler house.

One day she gave Melly and Tom chocolate Ice cream
vanilla ice cream, chocolate topping, cherry top-

ping, pineapple topping, and butterscotch topping.

Color the chart to find out how many different kinds

of sundaes they could make.

Topping

------ Chocolate =Cherry Pineapple Butterscotch

1,

7
7 -

m- 1

1 f I

)

'

,

they could make_l_ different sundaes.

I'd like the one with

413

148

Have the children turn to
Worksheet 53: Read through -
the top With them and let the
children complete it individ-,
ually. 'When they have fin-.
ished, ask them if the chart
on the worksh,et reminds
theni of an array.

Haw IS IT LIKE AN ARRAY?
(It has rows, and each row
has the same number of ob-
jects as the other rows.)
HOW MANY ROWS ARE
THERE? (Two.) HOW MANY.

'THINGS IN EACH ROW?
tFour.)

1-aye the class determine.the
mu*iplication sentence that
despribes this array.

or.

135
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Read Worksheet 54 with the class. Have t c ii. suggest .
a way to show the' Cartesian product of t two set . Draw
the chart on the-chalkboard and have th= children suggest and
demonstrate Icir)w to fill it in. The Cartes n' product here is
the number"oftmembers in the set of pAnts (two) times the
dumber of members in the set of condifidns (three). The pro-
duct tells how many tests would have to be made to test every
conditiort on tach plant.

. During. the dis cussion of how to fill in the chart, you should
. bring out the fact that withthis chart, the class Can tell
whelher'or not every set of variables has b,eentested. In
order for a scientist tot be confident of his results, he has to
experiment with every poSsible combin9stion of variables.
When the children have completed the chart so that every com-
bination has been made, each child can copy it onto his work-
sheet Then read through the top of Worksheet 55 with the
ea and have the children complete it individually or in pairs.

Worksheet 54 risme

Val t 25

In Vett 23. you tested twokinds of plants os see.
hog: some conditions affected them.

lTe set of plants, had two members. These 'meet

I member grass

Crosier radish

2 members

/)

'You used three, dl f ferent conditions.

The eembers of this set were:

member moisture

1 member temperature.

I "ember light

3 as.embers

s.4/

136

Worksheet 54 (coot 'Medi

Draw a chart to show how many tests you did in all.

(Hint: It could be like the one on koiksheet 53.1

e

wo made 42 testa In all.

1
aill t_i
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%orksheot 55
. (Jilt 25

Name

I.

After you tested the plants, you tes ed three dlf-
ferentkInds of animals to see how so conditions
.affected them.

This set of animals had three members. these were:

member meatwOrra beetle

I member sowbuc

`1 member earthworm

1.membert

The at of conditions you tested were the .same
before. The :embers of this set were:

I member moisture

I member temperature

t member Iigbt

3 members

J.

O

ii
1

O

.)lorksilect 55 (continued) ,

a ^

Draw a chart to show how many tests.you made in all.

a

15 :0
1.37

a
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-Lesson 24: MULTIPLICATION DICE GAMES

The games in this lesson prov de' more ,practice with multi-
, plication facts. The children hould be encouraged to play

these dice games often. Teac ers who do not have the dice
from the third-grade kit, or ch ldren who want to play
home, ,,can modify these games \and use regular dice.

-- far each team 4:

-, two dice (one numbered .erc:,through five and one numbered
four through nine)

pencils and paper

MATERIALS

for each child

Worksheets'56 and 57 -

PROCEDURE

Game I Math Madness

Divide the children into groups of three, four or five. Each
child should have a penCil and paper. Give each team a low-
numbered die. The 'object of the'game is to gain the most
points before 'On agreed upon time has elapsed or to be the
first to reach 6 predetermine:, score. You or the children can
decide which Itvay to play.

To begin the game, one child calls out a number fran one
through nine. The child on his left rolls the die, multiplies
the number on the die times the number the first child called
out, and tells the group the product. If his answer ii Correct
he gets a point. One ch,ld can be scorekeeper or each child
can keep his wn scores. The children can check the product
using a multip ication machine, arrays, counters,. pencil and
paper, etc. ni any player thinks an answer is wrong, he chal-
lenges it and shows the correct answer. If the challenger'is

,. correct, he gets the point., t.

1 J.
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Now the child who rolled the die calls out a number. The
player to his left rolls the die and multiplies the number on,
it by the number the previous child called out. He tells th-a
group the product and gets one point if his answer is correct.
The gameyontinues in this way. The winner is the child who
gets the most points before an agreed upon time has elapsed
or who reaches a predetermined score.

Variations

I . ,When the children are able to call out the products rap
/idly and, accurately, they can use the second die (four
through nine) which will generate larger numbers.

2./ The children can use both dice and multiply the number
/ on one times the number on the other. Each child writes

down the product he generated on his first turn. After
his second turn, he writes down the product and adds it
to the first product. After each turn'he adds the product

/ to his previous total. If a child does/not multiply cor-
t rectly (and is challenged by an opponent); he does not

get to add anything to his running total. The child who
reaches a score of, say, 200 first, is the winner.

3. The children can use both dice. The first child calls Out
"add" or "muitiply." The second child rolls both dice
and does Whatsthe first child told him to do. One point
is given for each correct answer.

4. The game can be played with two- digit. numbers generated
by multiplying the roll of one die times the roll of the
other die. That product is recorded on 6 piece of paper.
Then one die is, rolled aga.in, and the first product is
mulaplied by this number. A child gets one point if he
correctly multiplies the first two numbers and one more
point if he raultiplies correctly the second time.

2 Dice Boxes

For this game the children usetwo dice and the scor6rds
on Worksheet 56. Each child can use one scorecard or sev
eral children can play on one card, initialling the boxes
they fill in.



`

1 -10

To begin the game the
first child chooses a
number along either the
horizontal or vertical
axis of the scorecard.
If he chooses a number
from zero through five
along the horizontal
axis, he rolls the high-
numbered die (and vice
versa). For example,
he may choose 5 along
the horizontal axis, and-

. then roll an 8 on the
high- numbered die. He
multiplies 5 8 and
fills in the product, 40,
in the correct box of
his scorecard; (If sev-
eral children are playing
on one card, he initials
the box.)

Then the next child
chooses a number along

\one axis. (If several
children are playing on the same card, he cannot choose a
number that has already been taken.) Then he rolls the cor-
reCt die, multiplies and fills in the product.

Worksheet 56 Name

Witt 25

0 1 2 3 4 5. 0 1 2 3 4 %

4 4

5 5 ..

6 6

7

8 it0 8

9 9

1.0 1 2 3 4 5 KO 1' 2 3 4 5

4 4

5 5

.

7 7

8 8

9 9

The game continues in this ay until one player has filled in
his whole card. (If several c ildren are using one card, the
game continues until it is fillet in. The winner is the child
who filled in the' most boxes.)

A child could play this game by him lf, keeping track of the
number of turns it takes him t`b fill in e whole card.

Game 3 Dice Choice

For thi-, game the children use both dice and the corecards
on Worksheet 57. Any number of children can play, each
using his own scorecard.

1 5 3



One child rolls both
dice. He can either
add or multiply the two
numbers to-generate a
product or sum shown
on the scorecard. The
object of the game is to
be the first player to
cross out all numbers
on -the scorecard. If a
player rolls a 4 and a 5,
he can either add them
and cross ,out the 9 or
he can multiply them and
cross out the 20.

The game continues in this
way until one player has
crossed out all the numbers
on the scorecard. The chil-
dren will realize that on
many turns-they will not be
able to generate a number
shown on a scorecard or
they will generate a num-
ber that has already been
crossed out.

Worksheet 57
Unit 25

Name

of

41.

For variation, an opponent could call out "add" or "multiply"
before the player rolls the dice. Then the player must add ..
or multiply the numbers according to what the opponent said.
A child could play this game by himself, keeping track of
how many turns it takes him to cross out all the numbers.

141
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In the back of this manual and in each student manual is a
letter to the parents concerning Unit 26, What Are Things
Made Of? Please have each child tear out the letter and
take it home a few days before you plan to start Unit 26.

155
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UNIVERSITY OF innaatu,,

ANN

Office of the Direct& 4

, MINNESOTA SCH.0L MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE'CENTER
720 WASHINGTON AVENUE S.E. MINNEA?OLIS, MINNESOTA 15414

a

Dear Parent:

Your chila will soon begin studying 'a new MINNEMMT unit,
What Are Things Made Of? As the name implies, it is concerned
with the great variety of materials of which objects are composed.
At tlie beginning of the unit, the children are going to take apart
discarded useless objects so that they can identify and sbrt each
material. It would be most helpful if your child could bring a
-few, broken toys or useless articles to school within the-next
-few. days.,

The most interesting objects are those made of more tharLone;
material,' such as a tocar made from metal, Plastic dnd rubber.
Old utensils are also useful? Some suggestions include wornout

.metal.-pans with wooden handles, broken clocks and discarded
pai-nt brushes.

-If your child could also bring a hammer, pliers or file, this would
be helpful. Care, will be taken to mark any tOolsoth.at it can be
returned.

Thank you for your cooperation. I am sure your child is going.
to enjoy this unit and will tell you about the different tests for
distinguishing-one material from another.

163

Teacher


